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7SSi
'OS STAUGAaOT
'Ih« purpose of this report Is to present
the facts and the theory concemint;; the nature > de-
tection, and prevention of inter-ranular corrosion In
ordinary and alloy modified 18 Cr- 8 Nl stainless
steel, and to establish general principles to ^^nalde




Aaon,^ th© materiala of construction 18^
chromium
- 8;S nickel stainless ateel corjbln«» ©xcellant
Kieohanlcal propartlaa wl Ui outstanding raalstanca to
many corroding mediums to produca one of our mo3t useful
alloys,
-nfortimataly, the generally excallent corrosion
reslatanca of this steel is marred by a auacaptlbillty
to inter^ranular, or Intercryatalline
, corrosion.
Metal in the vicinity of a wald may literally
disintegrate la solutions which do not attack the re-
mainder of the metal. i'iew equipment or repaired equip-
fflent may fail in service while siiallar equipment under
identical service conditions is giving long and satis-
factory life. In the ateel lalll, sheets may become
embrittled after a sijnple pickling operation.
It should be emphasized that such failures
are rare, Iheae occasional failures, however, pose a
perplexing problem for the design en.^,',neer. He la
char.ecS with specifying the best and the least expensive
material which will be uniformly reliable under service
conditions.
Eecognizilng the problem, the metallur^riat has
set about solving it, \yat the solution has come only at
an increase in cost. "Ihe assign en^^nesr, therefore,
iaust be in a position to judge mhun the increase in cost
to avoid the possibility of inter^ranular corrosion is
justified.
Ordinary 13-8 ia hoi..ogeneou« auatenlte at
high temperatures, but on slow cooling: transforms to
f«rrlte and a carbide*', -i-t is relatively easy, by
rapid cooling, to ma'ntalri the homo^i'eneous aui»tenita
untransformed down to room temperature. ihe aostenite
At room tempera ture is unstable, but can be maintained
indefinitely untraaefornied. Cold work and an increase
in temperature both tend to transform the unstable
austenite into its more stable 8quiilbrii.2m coiriponanta.
In order to L-etler illustrate the foregoing,
consider Fle,\ire (1), a pserido-equillbrium dia^ra^. ahow-
in the approxia^ate relationship of the phases in 13-8,
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Figure (!) Effect of carbon on the constitu-
tion of alloys containing 18 per
cent chromium and 8 per cent nickel,
after Kinzel and Tranka^.
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It la well to point out that Figure (1) is
not a phase dlat^ram, but a section throu.^h a quartenary
dlapfram. Particular care should be uaed in applying it
to 18-8 with alloy additions, for as Franks, Binder, and
Bishop have shown, as little as 2% molybdenum introduoea
an entirely new phase, sigma^. No hint of this possibil-
ity is given in Figure (1). Thllg has perforiaed experi-
xaenta which Indicate thftt, in the absence of nltrOfc^en,
18-B itself is ferritic, not austonitic i*^'^ V^ith these
limitations in mind, however, we shall find Fi^^ure (1}
uaeful in picturing the transformations concerned with
interei^ranular corrosion.
Flexure (1) indicates several features.
(1) Austenite ( ^ ) is stable only at hii^her teiupera-
turos. (2) llhe solubility of carbon in auatenite de-
creases xaarkedly with decreasing temperature. 3) Ferrite,
not austenite, is the stable or equilibrium phase below
400bG. (4) On slowly coolin>;; an lB-3 saiaple containing
0.06/& carbon, from the one phase ( TT) region (lOOO^C),
we would expect a carbide to start pracipi tatlriv rather
rapidly at about 900^0. and ferrite to start formin.; at
about 650°G.
Consider an 18-8 steel quenched from the on«
phase ( y ) region and reheated to 400^0. A very finely
divided precipitate begins to forin at the ^rrain boundaries
at this tempei^ature. As the teruperature is increaaed the
precipitate foriiiS niore rapidly, and near d50*^C. it begins
to coarsen. As w© continue raisln^^ the temperature the
precipitate fornia faster and becoKioa iitill coarser until
in the vicinity of SOC^C. it starts to rediaaolve. If
the steel is not quenched froa the austenltio re ^^ ion but
la slowly cooled, the precipitate siay forai as It eoola.
Ihe teiaperature ian<e, 400*^C» up to 850-900^0,, is re-
ferred to aa the "critical," ''dangeroue , " or "aeniiltiaa-
tion" ran.^^e.
^iliile all the foregoing applies to 18 -r- 3 Nl
atainleaa steels, it Is well to remember that other Cr-Nl
and Cr-Mn auatenitic atainleaa steels are also susceptible
to inter;£,ranular corrosion.^ »^^»^^ In fact, some inves-
tigators have fot^nd similar conditions of rain boundary
precipitate and Inter^ranular corrosion in the ferritic
chromiuia steels •**'*^*"*'^ In general, however, the ferritic
chroiaiuia steels are considered timmine to inter(Kranular
corrosion, Whether tiie^ are, or not, is a point that
lai^ht well bear further investl£:,atlon.
The Nature of the Precipitate
Strauss observed the ^^rain boundary precipitate
and associated it with intergranular corrosion in the
chromium-nickel steels as lon^^, ago as 1924, * Strauss,
Bain, and othera asausied that the precipitate was a
chromium rich carbide, possibly Cr4C.'^*-^^'^^»'^^ Miller
preferred to believe the precipitate was an iron carbide
and that it ^jradually transformed to a chromium carbide
aa the tet&perature Increased. ^^
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Many Invoatlgators have notsd that the
carbide precipitation la sonietlraea, but not Invariably,
accompanied by ferrlte forKiatlon.^'®'*^'^ '^^'"^^'^^ The
ferrlte la easily detected for it is magnetic, whereaa
auatenlte la not*
Ihe 400-900^0, temperature ran^re of preci-
pitation may be conveniently divided into two parte.
From 400-650^0. the precipitate is ao finely divided
and ao uniformly distributed along ti-ie grain boundarlea
1 2 1^ 14 28
aa to be nearly continuoue in nature. * ' * * it
outlinea the jraln boundarlea but la difficult to otch
and detect even under the higheat laagnlfIcations* In
fact, l-.athewa augf^eats it laay even be colloidal in
aize. ^'
Above 660^0 • up to 900**C, where the precipi-
tate starts redissolving, the precipitated particlea
becosie increaaingly coarae and are eaail;y diatinguiahed
aa discrete, disoontlnaous particlea. it ia much eaaier
to etch and ia easily visible under low magniflca-
tions,-^»*^'"^*^'»^^»^® 'Ihe coarser precipitate in the
upi>«r ranvoa does not render the material aa susceptible
to intere^ranular corrosion, the susceptibility apparently
decreaaing with increaalng coarseness. Ihe aiechanlcal
properties are eli^-iitly lowered, fsapeclall^ ifapaot
strentith, as mi.>ht be expected with a coarse ^^rain
boundary precipitate; however, though lowered, the Izod
impact strength remains above 40 ft.-#.
-o-
Franks ; aa chairman of Subcomiuitteo 6 on
MotalloKraphy of A.S.T.M,, Is currently eneKa>,od in try-
In^: to determine the trvio identit^f of the ^rain boundary
precipitate.*^^ 3oth he and Miller have made X-ray
analyses of residues from material sensitized at various
temperatures, and have found Cr4C only in the residues
from the higher temperatures 750-850^0. 1^#28 ^j^^
residues from material sensitized in the lower tempera-
ture ran^e were prijsiarily austenite.
Some investigators feel that there may be two
different precipitates, othera that the finely divided
precipitate formod at lower teniperatures simply atsglom-
erates. it siakes little difference which viewpoint is
adopted until there is more positive evidence as to the
triie identity of Uie precipitate, it should be noted,
however, that 650®C» is not a sharp dividing point
between two entirely different precipitates. It i& the
temperature at which Franks could detect the first evi-
20denca of coarsening, and it Is also aboct the tempera-
ture at which Bain and his co-workera found the maxlisiuM
sensitization.
'Ihe Iheoriea of Inter^ranular Corrosion
Ihe most generally accepted explanation of
inter^ranular corrosion in austenitic stainless steels
was proposed by Strauss, Schottky, and hlnnuber, *^ ex-
tended by i^ain, Aborn, and nutherford. Ihe theory
•o-
proposes that it le a chromium rloh carbide precipi-
tating at the grainboundariea. In pr^?clpitat.;ne , a
carbon atom cowblnes with the nearest four chroialuja
ato::is and forms ^^aO (or some other chroinivici carbide;,
depletln,-. the adjacent areas of chromiuia. /dth less
than 12.5/« Cr, corrosion proceeds In «uoh the sasie manner
aa in a plain carbon steel, in sorae corrodln^^ jaedluas
attack maj be xsuch s&ore severe, and nxuch more rapid than
in a plain carbon or low Cr steel. The acceleration of
the attack is often attributed to ^i^^.alvanic action be-




xeaterlal is opened up to any corroding medium.
•Ihe material will reiaain susceptible to
Intergi'anular attack until sufficient chromium has dif-
fused froci the center of the KX^alna to build up the
chromium content of the depleted areas. SlnoB^ presumably,
carbon too muiit diffuse in order for precipitation to
take place at all, it ia necessary' to assume that chromium
is slu >;ish and diffuaes at a very much slower rate than
carbon, even at these relatively hl^^^h teaiperaturea.
Bain, Aborn, and Butherford explain the re-
cover^' of sensitized inaterial as chromium diffusion fron
the centar of a e^*^l^ ^o the depleted areas near the
grain boundaries. 'Itieir curve, Figure (2), for
sens.ltixatlon and recovery of a sample at 660^0. illus-
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10 |«0
Period of exposure at 650^C. , mins. (Log scale)
Figure (2}, Sensitization and Bestoration at
650^0. in 18-3 with O.Q3f^ C, after
Bain, Aborn^ and Rutherford.
Thus Figure (2) indicates that maximum sensitization is
developed by holding at 650^0, f6r 8,000 minutes (5i
days). Ihla implies that in onl^ 5^ daya the diffusion
of chromiun haa been sufficient to start limiting the
depleted area. 100,000 minutes (69j days) are required,
however, for the diffusion to build up the chromium con-
tent of all depleted areas and completely restore ixa-
aainity to Intergranular attack.
'ihe ohromiuia cai'bide theory obviously impll««
that the higher the carbon content, the t_,reater the
ohroaiua depletion, and the <reater the susceptibility
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to Intargranular attack. lialn aiid hia co-workftra found
that the aaverity of Intor^ranular attack Incroasad
directly with the carbon content.
A laore direct proof of the chroraiuai carbide
theory has been brought forward by DeSly and Haemera, and
by Schaffaelster.'^''^^ Both analyzed the corroding xaedium
after intergranular attack to determine the corapoaition
of the iaetal actually dissolved. Both found that the
material dl a solved in grain boundary attack contained
only 9-10^ chroBiium.
Before dlecvisaing the other theorieo of
Intergranular coiroslon, certain other effects will be
considered, i^^ote that were the carbide to precipitate
generally throu^fhout the isaterial, as is often the caae
In other ateele, and not locally at the grain boimdarles,
we would not expect 18-8 to be susceptible to liiter-
^rranular corrosion.
3rain size and cold work have important
effects. ihe finer grained steols anew considerable
lag in developine, grain boundary precipitates, a coia-
Bieroislly important effect in 13-8 for welded oonatruc-
tion. Cold work prior to heating in the sens! tlsation
range tenda to accelerate the precipitation at any tem-
perature in the sensitization ranefe, and drastically
reduces tne length of time at that tessperature necessary
to restore ii-amunity.'^ »'^'^*-^^ '•^*^*-^^»^^»'^®
In attempting to explain Intergranular
corrosion, Klnzel has pointed out that the very fine,
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uniformly divided pi*ecipitate at the ^rain . oundarles
introduces a second phase under the, theoretically,
laost favorable conditions for galTanlc oorroalon.^ Ihia
Is indeed ao, hut the precipitated second phase is still
there after a lon.i time heat treatment restoring Immxnity.
Miller auM^iieats that it is Fe^C which preci-
pitatea firat in the finely divided state and that it i»
thia finely divided Fe^C precipitate which is attacked
hy the corroding medium, ^^ Our knowlecg© of the re-
activity of Fe^C amkea Miller's su^giestion quite unat-
tractive.
Miller, however, and also i^lathewa, directa
attention to the fineneaa and continuity of the precipi-
tate which seeias to be primarily responsible for inter-
granular corrosion. •^''*'* Mathews, particularly, points
out that the precipitate, at least when first formed,
la probably in the colloidal range* As the suVface of
a colloidal suspension is very large with respect to the
aaount of material, he considers this large surface im-
portant. It may well be that the surface effect la Im-
portant, but In order to forcsulate a theory alon those
lines we xsust know more about the identity of the preci-
pitate.
^
None or the theories otiier than the chromium
carbide theory have sujgested either a new or different
attack, or solution to the problem. At least, until
Suboomsal t tee 6 ooiTipletea Its work on the Identifi cation
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of the precipitate, tho other theories can but serve
to stlisaleto diacueaiona.
Ijethode of 1^'eteotlng. Inter^ranular Corroaion
Ihe moat obvloua metl-iod of testing for Inter-
granular corroaion ia to put a sample in a corroding
loediuin and determine if it auffers grain boundar;^ attack.
Good data can be obtained with such a procediire in the
laboratory, but it is not readilj adaptable to field
teatln^ and inspection,
investigatora have almoat universally adopted
a boiling lo;^ %S0^ - 10% CUSQ4 solution (some investi-
gators prefer to vary the concentrations sll^^htly) for
the corroding medium. Ihe H2SO4-CUSO4 solution has been
found to attack sensitized material along the t^'*^'^
boundaries in a reasonable time, but to have practically
no effect on noi^^al unsensltized material in the same
gT&in^'^^^>^f^A^*l^>l'^»l^>''^^»^0 r^i^ solution has often
been referi-ed to In the literature as the "Strauss"
reagent, but Monypenny points o*?t that the credit for
developinj£ it rightfully belongs to I^r. -Hatfield of the
Brown-Firth Kesearch Laboratories. -^^
13ae methods of determining whether the
H2SO4 - GUSO4 solution has affected a sample consist
priaarilj of rise as\.3 ring different phjsical properties
that would be affected by intergranular corrosion.
Rutherford and Aborn reasoned tnst grain bQunaarjf attack
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neant opening aiaall cracks) between the ^.^rains, henoe th«
electrical resistance should go up sharply. 'Ihey found
an accurate, sensitive, and quantitative relation between
21
the electrical resistance and the aeverity of attack*
Considerable care la required in preparing the apecimena
,
however.
Many inveatie:,ators rely on the basic raethod
of deteriainini^ weight loes of a specimen after exposure
to the boiling RgSO^-CuSO^ solution, luaaonable sensi-
tivity is attained thoutf^i the electrical conductivity
method is iJiore easily Interpreted for low orders of sensi-
tivity. Microscopic examination of the surface layers
exposed to the corroding roedium will reveal inteigranular
cracks, if present. Careful exanriination should c.ive as
low order of sensitivity as the laeasurement of change in
electrical conductivity and should be moi'e easily inter-
preted than measureuents of wei^it loss,
Payson subjects his samples to a "ring" test
and a 180^ bend."^^ Material that has suffered grain
boundary attack loses its metallic rin^^. It will break
or crack in the lilC^ bend test, provided the attack has
progressed sufficiently, Ihe 'Yin^" test and 180*^ bend
test ax'e only qualitative, In that they will not measure
how roach attack has occuri'ed, only Indicate that it has
occurred, Ihe ability of the "rln^" and bend test to indi-
cate alight attack is q^iestionable and certainly leas re-
liable than oeasurin^^ wei<^;ht loss or electrical conductivity,
Microscopic exarainatloii alone can be relied upon
to determine whether a ^^iven sample is in a sensitized
condition or not, except in unusual cases. Samples which
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h&vo been exposed for varying- periods at lower tempera-
turea of eenaitization, 400-660^C. , may, or may not be
sensitized depending on the period of exposure. ''"'^
It is exceedlntily difficult to etch the fine precipitate
with &!urakami*8 reagent, and but sllgjitly leaa difficult
to etch it yv5.th sodium cyanide, ^'-^^'^^ Even fchou^^ the
etch may be succ©Qofi>l, the firiOneos of the precipitate
xaakes it difficxilt to resolve even at high magnl fi ca-
tions. ^»^»^^ Itma the absence of a precipitate may mean
merely that we are unable to etch it or to see It.
Payson seems to have had this difficulty, for he could
find no precipitate in sense saiaples severely at tacked. ^^
Ti}» presence of a precipitate at the train
boundaries in 18-3 is excellent evidence that the sample
is susceptible to intergranular attack, in isolated
oaaes where the precipitate was foraied and held for
long periods in the 800-900^0. rane©, it is possible
that enough chromium may have dirfused to restore i:ii-
munity. In such cases, testing in boilinii Ii2S0^-CuS0^
may be resorted to definitely establish suaceptibility.
Many attempts have been made to associate
sensitization with ferrite formation and f@rrite*s
easily detectable magnetic properties* Payson and
Krivobok have both conclusively proven, huv/ever, that
ferrite can be present in material insensitive to grain
boundary attack, and that other samples can be prepax'ed
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which suffer severe ijrain boiandary attack but have no
ferrite present, -^ »^*^
The recent development by Bussell, Pray, and
Miller of a non-des^s^iJictive field test for susceptibility
to intergranular corrosion in cast and wro\?ght 18-8 is
20
a welcoEse and useful addition to the older test methods.
'Ihe test is essentially an electropolisblng operation
using a lead cell and current from a storage battery,
'Ihe solution contains Q0% Hg304 with 5 ciL per liter of
Olycyrrhiza extract. IVro to two ai^d one-half ml. of
solution are req^Ured and the current is applied for
three minutes, When susceptible, the ^,rain boundariea
are etched white and the difference between sensitized
and unsensitized areas can be' told by visual examination.
ihe inventors claim a sensitivity corresponding to a
Xb% change in electrical resistance, which is Indeed
excellent sensitivity.
Ihe older weifjht loss, electrical conducti-
Itjr, and microscopic oests are prlmar5 ly useful in
the laboratory. Ihe electropolishinp tost .ives every
proraise of bein^ a positive, rapid, end sensitive test
that will find wide application in field testing equip-
ment, particularly in the vicinity of welds.
Methods of Preventin.s( Inter ranular Corrosion
I II I II. I » m i Wl ' I. »ii II II II
The chroraluai carbide theory assumes that the
precipitation of chromium rich carbides at the grain
boundaries depletes the adjacent areas of chromium and
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thus opens up a vulnerablo pathway for corrosion in
th« vicinity of the erain boundai'ies, '"^^ die obvious
methods of preventing intergranular corrosion, then,
Ar« three: (1) maintain the carbon in solution by proper
heat treatment; (2) reduce the araount of carbon available
for combination with chromium to the point where no
chromium carbide will precipitate; (5) control the
chromium carbide precipitation in such a manner as not
to leave a continuous , chromium-depleted network.
As was Indicated in discussing Figure (1),
a simple quench from high temperatures is sufficient
to Maintain austenite untransformed down to room tem-
perature, i.e., keep the carbon in solution.
V elding, burning, rivetinii, hi^h tempera-
ture service, and occasional unpredictable heatings la
construction and repair involve holdin^^ the lB-8 in
the sensitlEation range for varying len^rths of time.
Under such conditions, the carbides will precipitate,
sensitizing the siotal to in tergranular attack. It
should be empr.asized that there are a ^reat number of
applications in which the posalbility of reheating
18-8 to the sensitization range during service or
repairs Is negligible. When reheatlU;^ is not a factor,
it is but necessary to Insnre that lB-8 has been
properly quenched, retaining the carbides In solution.
10-8 is quenched not only to keep the car-
bides in solution but also, and primarily, to produce
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a homogeneoua a^iatenitlc stnacture. The teK:peratui*ea
employed laay b® infarrod trovi Figure (1). Kinzel and
Franks state that homo ©nization In the 1000-1200^C,
rant:;e followed hj rapid coolinr In water, oil, or even
air retaina the carbides In aolutlon and producer fully
aof tened, homoeneoufi au;>tenite. It la jccnex'al practice
to keep the finiahing;; tempera tvire for hot work above
900^0., preferably/ above lOOO^C, , and it is mandatory
to quench to the fully softened str^actxire with carbides
in aolutlon before pickling.
An increase in the te^aperature from which
quenched liaproves the ductility, lowers the tenaile
Q
strength, and increases the £rain size. Bain, Abom
and Hutherford have shown that an Increase In ..rain
sise markedly increases the severity of inter^^ranular
attaok particularly for abort periods of tirr^e In the
aenaitlxation range, stanching temperatures hi,v,her
than 1200^0. are to be avoided and, in general, the
lowest temperature in the 1000-1200^0. ran^e which gives
complete hoxiiOe^enlzation in a reasonable tiine is to be
preferred.
If it is feasible to follow any reheating
operation such as welding with an anaeal of the full
aectlon, the carbides precipitated during the welding
operation ciay be rediasolved and once laore retained in
homo^^eneoxis austenlte upon quenching to room tempera-
ture.
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A note of caution should be added at thla
point, ^.uenchitiii does not produce uniform cooling
throughout a section. The interior coola much slower
than the surface. The thicker the section, the greater
la the difference in aurfice and interior coolinp rates.
Ihus with sections of soine thlcknesjs it is quite probable
that no possible quenching operation will cool the center
portion fast enough to prevent precipitation of the
oarbldes. Ordinarily it is the outside surface which
is expected to resist corrosion, but the poealbillty
of drilling, tappln*^, pinchln^.: , and machininti operations
exposing,, interior, aonaitized metal to the corroding
medium cannot be overlooked.
If there is a distinct probability of heating
13-8 to temperatiires In the sensitizlnc: range during
service or repair, and such heating, cannot be followed
by an annealing treatment, Intergranular corrosion can
still be prevented by reducing the effective carbon
content to a point where no chroaluia carbides will
precipitate on cooling.
It is possible to produce an 18-3 st©ol with
lesB than O.OS^ carbon (the solubility llmit'^*'^'^) , and
such a steel is not susceptible to inter^ranular cor-
rosion, even when heated for long periods In the sensl-
o
tialn;:. ran^;;©. I-^cket and "'ranks found very low carbon
13-B to be noticeably mafcnetio, however, indicating that
it was no longer hoKiogeneous austenite. Hie difficulties
encountered in producing/ an 13-8 steel with less than
-17-
0.02^ carbon Increase the coat sharpl^^. Rather than
reduce the carbon content all the way down to 0.02>,
it becoraes moi*e econoiulcal to add an alloyire eleiaent
which la a stron-er carbide fox"ai©r than chromium, thus
effectively accomplishing the aaae result.
Either titaniiijs or colrjt;biur.i aa alloy addi-
tions are eiLinently succeaaful in preventing, inter-
granular corrosion In le-s.^'^*'^*^'-^^ '•^'^'•^^ 'me carbon
content is held to as low a value aa practical, C.06S^
to 0,1C^«, in order to reduce the amount of alloy addi-
tion. •*'>^'^ The amount of tltaniuKi required is 6 timas
the carbon content in excess of 0,02^, whereas the
amount of columbiuri required ie 10 times the total car-
bon content. ^»'^»'^ litanium and coluKibiusi both are
stront;er carbide foriaers than chrosdujn, and both, there-
fore, form a more stable carbide.
Ihe function of the carbide forming alloy
additions in preventing inter^:.ranular corrosion is to
prevent chromium depletion by replacin,j chromium in the
chroialura ric'n carbides. Of necessity-, the alloy addi-
tions lauat be ,{lveY] an opportunity to replace the chrom-
ium in order to be effective. Ihis is accomplished by
a "atabiliring" heat treatment at 850-900^C. for 2 to
4 hours. At these temperatures, even though the chromium
carbide forms first, diffusion of titanium or columbium
is sufficient to rapidly displace tJrie chromium frori. the
carbide. ^»^»'^»^^»^'^'^^
-18-
It Is v/ell to r©member that If a titanium
fitablllzed alloy is subsequently heated above 900°C. , as
In welding, part of the stable titanium carbide goea
into solution and on cooling eome chromium carbide
precipitates, producing; slight aensi tization. Even the
allgiit aenai tization thus produced ia often noticeable
in titanium stabilized 13-6 welded plate, Colunbium
carbide does not appear to diesolve In the area of tha
weld to the extent neceasiiry to produce subsequent
aonaitlsation on coolinr> Columblum stabilized 18-8
haa a ali^^ht advanta^^e over the tltaniuia stabiliaed
alloy in welded constn-ction,
2jn the process of weldlnr, molten rr.etal from
the rod la depoalteo on the cooler plates to be joined.
Ihore is a hl^^h loss of titanium through oxldat'on if
tltaniuia stabilized rod Is used, Columbiuia stabilized
rod gives very satisfactory results, and is universally
preferred. ^»^'^*'' Titanium stabilised plato can be suc-
cessfully welded with coluxablu© stabilized rod, but the
slight sensitization resulting from partial solution of
the tltaniuas carbide In the hosted area near the weld
may be objectionablev Columblua, too, has its disad-
vantages; for over 1% columblum decreases the ductility
and touglriness, but this Is not a serious limitation pro-
9
vlded carbon la held below O.IO;^.
Other alloy additions have beejn suggested,
auch as tantalum, vanadlui;;, zirconl'jja, and uranium to
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perfoiia th© same function as tltarilum and oolumbliiEa,
but lar.^e amounts ar© required and no sorloua attQnpta
have been made to develop such additions for .-leneral
It la inters a tx a., to note that molybdenum,
while markedly increaslji^j the resistance of 18-8 to
corroalon and particularly to pitting, reducea but does
not ollialnate intergranular corroaion. According to
Franks, Binder, and Bishop, coluabiura in the amount of
10 times the carbon content la required, aa In ordinary
18-3, to provide Irimunity in the iuolybdenum alloy,
^
Such an 13-8 alloy with both Mo and Cb has a wide range
of applicationa under the severest corrosion conditiona,
but would be quite expenaive.^*^*^^
It is possible to make the excess carbide in
18-G precipitate in such a manner as not to leave a
continuous chrosdua depleted pathway for corroalon.
Many inveatitiatora have shown the ordinary 18-8 can be
Imiaunized against inter^iraniilar corrosion by cold work-
ing fully aniicaled stock 50 to 75/* and reheatin^v in
the 760-350^0 • ran^e for a few houi's.^ ''^»^»^^»^^'^^'^^»^^
Cold woikln^. lB-6 introduces a £reat nuwber of slip
planes whore the cai'bido can and will precipitate, thus
producing a ^^eneral pi^ecipltatlon ana rcducin.: the
amount of carbide precipitation at the .rain bounaarles.
Ifihen heated to the higher toiaperatures where appreciable
chroiaiua diffuaiou occurs, the time for recovery is
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draB tic ally reduced since much lesa grain boundary,
1 19
chromium-depletion has occurred,
It is also possible to introduce a small
amount of ferrite and have the carbides precipitate Ici
the ferrite prliaarlly, instead of at the tr*^^^* bound-
aries. '^'^'^'^^'^*^'^*^'^® Payaon took excellent photo-
micrographs showing the concentration of carbide preci-
pitates in the ferrite. •'•^
Ihe presence of stable ferrite along with
aiistenite may be induced by alloy additions, ^ Increaa-
1 8 16 ?S 29
Ing the chromium content, * * '' and, according
to Uhlig, by control of the nitrogen content. ^^ Payson
lists the following elements in varying amounts as
promoting the tendency for stable ferrite, tungsten,
molybdenum, vanadluia, silicon, chromium (in amounts
greater than 1S>^), and titanium* ^^ He attributed the
prevention of intererranular corrosion in titanium
stabilized 18-8 in part, at least, to its stable ferrite
formin£ tendencies.
Molybdenufii was first added to 18-8 to reduce
inter,granular corrosion throu^^h the formation of small
amounts of ferrite. It was found so affective in re-
ducing pitting and general corrosion that the present
tendency is to keep molybdenum around 2%, Increase the
nickel content, and prevent the formation of ferrite,
thus res trio tin^; the effect of molybdenum to decreasing
pitting and impi^oving general corrosion resistance.
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Then If reals tance to intergranular corrosion Is
required, a coluiabluia addition can be aade, '^
Payaon and Krlvobok both attempted to Induce
small amounts of ferrlte with the hope that the carbides
precipitating primarily in the ferrlte would not preci-
pitate at the grain boundaries In sufficient quantities
to deplete the chromium content on short tliae heating
11 16
and cooling: cycles as in welding, ' Neither Payson's
alloy additions nor Krivlbok's variations of the Gr-Ni
ratio to produce small amounts of ferrlte led to a sound
solution, but they did lay the groundwork for the devel-
opment of an Interesting alloy developed by Soherer.
Scherer investigated the effect of increasing
the chX'oiiiiuia content of 18-8. He found, as Payson had,
that with 22-23^ chromium, instead of homoK©neous aus-
tenlte there was 10-20% ferrlte present.^ He also
found, as Payson, Krlvobok, and other investigators had
not, that on heating at 600^C. for a few hours lon^^er
than necessary to produce sensitization, the high
chromium alloy recovered its liarnunity to intergranular
corrosion.
Furthermore, many reheats above 900°C, and
subsequent coolin^ did not reestablish a sensitized
condition as would be expected. Scherer 'a results were
confirmed and amplified by Hougardy, and Tofaute and
Schottky.^'^^ It Is interesting to note that Tofaute and
Sohottky replaced a portion of the nickel content with
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nltrot^en as sevaral other invoatlgatora have done. * * "
Ihe prli.ary objection to the high chromium and other 13-8
alloy ruodlft cations with 10-20;^ a table ferrlte la a
decided tendency to hot shortness •*^''
The hi;?h chronlun, partially ferrltlc, stainless
alloy developed by Schercrhaa possible application In
welded constriction where the presence of 15^ ferrlte
does not produce imdealrable mechanical properties, and
where the ferrlte does not lower the corrosion resistant
to the environment to be met In service. In general,
however, titanium and oolumblura stabilized alloys are
to be preferred unless, as seems lonllkely, there develops
a considerable price differential In favor of the high
chromium steel*
Concluslona
1. 18 Or- 8 Ul austenltlo stainless steel
when cooled too slowly or when reheated to temperatures
between 400^0, and 860®G.-900°C, usually precipitates a
carbide at the grain boundaries and becomes susceptible
to Intergranular corrosion.
2* Ihe heat treatiyent to ^Ive the desired
structure for mechanical properties also retains the
carbon in solution. Commercial practice la to heat and
hold at 1000-1200^0. for horsogenlzation , then quench In
water, oil, or even air. Such heat treatment retains
the carbon in solution and producea a homogeneous,
fully softened, austenltic structure.
5. It la generally believed that it la a
chromiuEi rich carbide which precipitates at the grain
boundaries depleting the adjacent areas of chromium to
the point where thoae areas will corrode much aa ordi-
nary steel, ihe very fine, slowly forniing precipitate
characteristic of the lower temperature ran^:©, 400-
650^0. , is associated with the severest Intergranular
attack. As the temperature of precipitation increaaea
above 660^0. to 350-900^0. the precipitate forroa faster
and is coarser, but tiie severity of interci.ranular attack
decreaaea, probably th2*ough the moT& rapid diffusion of
chromiua to the depleted areas. At temperatures from
860*^C. upwarda, dependlnii upon the carbon content, there
ia an increasing tendency for the precipitated carbides
to red! s solve.
4. Hiolling HgS(^CuSO^ solution la the cor-
roding medium used to test for susceptibility to Inter-
granular corrosion in the laboratory. Ihe severity of
Intergranular attack may beat be nieaaurod by welc^ht
loss or change in electrical resistance.
6. 'Hie electropollah test developed by
Russell, Pray and Mller provides the enj^ineer with a
useful field test for ausceptibillty to intergranular
corrosion.
6. Columblum or titanium stabilized 13-8
costing, reapoctlvol^, 25;2» and 14/C more than the ordi-
nary 18-0«> provide the only sure remedy for Intergranular
oorroalon under all service condltlone. (he columblum
or titanium replacea ciiromluia In the oarbldo which forma.
In amall quantities, neither have any marked effect upon
the mechanical or corrosion i*eslstant propertlea of 18-8
other than the prevention of Intergranular corrosion.
7. ilie choice between a titaniuza etabillxed
13-8, currently quoted ^t 41 centa per pound and the
coluabium alloy, quoted at 45 centa per pound, may be
largely deterialned on coat alone, except In welded con-
stractlon. Columblusi atablllzed weldint: rods are uni-
versally preferred. In welded plate the columbltiai sta-
bilized alloy has a slight advantage over the titanium
stabilized alloj ; for the colambiuisi carbides do not
seesa to dlaaolve in the heated section near the weld to
the extent necessary to allow chroiaium carbide precipi-
tation arid sliiiht sensitlaation on coolin.> ftepreaenta-
tive test welda can be iuade lor a specific application
to deter-mine whether the higher-priced columbluia etabll-
iRed alloy is required.
8. 16-8 alloyed with 2> molyMenuia to increase
the resistance to pitting and general corjosion, and
stabilized with columDium to prevent intergranular
corrosion provides the engineer with an excellent material
for the severest service conditions, if cost can be a
secondary consideration.
"^''Costs are taken from current price lists.
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9. In choosing 18-8 for a specific applica-
tion, the design engineer ahould remember that inter-
granular corrosion is the exce?)tion, not the rule, and
that it is difficult to interpret laboratory data in
the terms of actual service conditions* He should con-
alder the corroding medluxa and the range of temperatures
likely to be met, as indicated hereinafter.
A. 'Ihe corroding medium does not attack
sensitised 18-8.
(1) Ordinary 18-8 is satisfactory
within the limitations of its mechanical properties
regardless of prior or subsequent heatin*;;s within
the 400-900^0. sensitisation range.
B« The corroding medium attacks sensitized
18-8.
(1) Service conditions which involve
the possibility of heating within the 400-900*^0.
sensitization ran.rfe do not, of course, Justify the
selection of the more expensive titanium and ooluia-
bium stabilized alloys.
(2) Service conditions which involve
the posaibllity of heating within the 400-900^0.
range, but where the whole unit may be subsequently
given a proper anneal, can also be met by ordinary
18-8.
(3) Service conditions which involve
the possibility of heatin^' within the 400-900^C.
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ranga, as in welded asaeiabl^ or repair, require
the engineer to accept tlxa increased cost of the
titanium or columblum stabilised alloy in order to
get the full benefit of lB-8.
10. ih© special 13-8 alloys with small per-
centages of ferrito present do not seem practical, for
the homogeneity of fully auiitenltic 13-8 contributes in
a large measure to its desirability.
-27-
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It la the purpose of this report to present a
comprehensive appraiaal of stress corrosion cracking
in 18 Cr - 8 Nl stainless steel at ordinary tempera-
tures (room temperature to 200-300^0.). Intergranular
corrosion in lB-8 has been extensively dealt with in
the first report of this aeries. A familiarity with
the theory and the extent of the susceptibility of
13-8 to grain boundary attack has been assumed,
therefore, when disciisslng intergrsunular corrosion as
it affects stress corrosion cracking.
Stress corrosion cracking of 18-8 is defined aa
a localized, ^^rain boundary or trans^f^ranular cracking
under the combined influence of a residual, or ex-
ternally applied, stress arid a corrosive environment,
'flie stress may be steady or it may vary, but it does
not fluctuate with the frequency associated with
fatigue stresses. It should be emphasized that a
stress corrosion failure is local and that the metal
adjacent to a crack, or between successive cracks is
relatively unaffected and retains its ductility and
1 6 1**
strength. * ' ^ Embrlttlament of 13-8 by mercury and
its salts, by zinc and bronze, and b^' vario.is low
melting or molten inetala will not be considered as
true stress corrosion in accordance with the aug^ea-
11 IStion of icears, Brown, and Lix. '
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Ihe phenomenon of stresa corrosion has long been
recognized. iioberts-Auaten In 1886 deacrlbed what we
now call Btreaa corrosion cracking In reporting the
embrittling effect of a ferric chloride solution upon
a hard drawn bar of 15 carat gold (54,2 Au, ;53,3 Cu,
12.5 Ag). The season cracking of brasa, and the
caustic embrlttlement of mild steel boiler plate have
lon^ been known and studied by the naetallurglst. ' '^^
In the development of the ll^-^hter aluminum and rnagnesium
alloys, stresa corrosion was a prominent factor. Mears
,
Brown, and lix list a total of 26 alloys knowr. to be
susceptible to stress corrosion cracking under certain
conditions, ^^
Seeralngly inexplicable failures of 18-0 products
under ail Idly corrosive conditions have h&&i\ reported.
In the oil Industry 18-8 heat exchan^;,er and condenser
tublnj5 has failed suddenly with a brittle fiacture,
while other 18^8 tubing In the same service went un-
1 6
affected. '^ One such failure occurred In a cracked
naphtha-water, 18-3 heat exchanger with highest tempera-
ture, 120^F,^ Other similar failures In 18-8 autoclave
linings have been reported from time to tlme.^*^^'*^*''
Vario'":* other sudden brittle failures of 13-8 eqxiipment
such as coffee pots and hospital deep drawn pans are
also recorded in the literature. ^'^'^ Most of these
formerly inexplicable failures have bean definitely
identified as stress corrosion failures.
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Fortunately such failures are rare, but they have
tended to raise understandable misgivings about the
use of 18-8 In certain applications, particularly In
the oil Industry, Dixon, in 1935, pointed out that
the iTiakers of 18'-'8 were losing a large potential 18-8
market to other alloy steels hj their failure to study
and find a remedy for the sudden brittle failures that
plagued the users of 18-8 in the petroleum industry,^
On the other harid, In 1944, Kills, after seven years
with the hesearch Laboratories of the American Rolling
Mill Company had experienced only six cases of stress
corrosion in 18-3 products and still considered stress
corrosion failures as mere laboratory curiosities,^
It is evident that stress corrosion is not a problem
in most applications of 18-8, but that under certain
combinations of service conditions It c«ui become an
important factor In Influencing the design of units
and the selection of raaterlal.
Hie Nature of Stress Corrosion
In considering the failure of 18-8 by stress
corrosion, it is necessary to evaluate the possibility
and the effects of the more coaunon inter^ranular
corrosion due to carbide precipitation and chromiua
depletion. Stress corrosion can and does occur in 18-8
which is susceptible to intergranular corrosion* It also
occurs in
^ IB-B which has been stabilised by heat treatment or by
coluiablum or tltaiiiuui additions and is immune to inter-
, 4 o. y, 10. 12, 14 ,15. la, 24, 25granular corrosion, »*^»'' A*^,xij,*>-.,^o
18-8 stabilized either \)^ heat treatiaent or by
alloy additions was found susceptible to stress corrosion
14
cracking in the presence of racist ethyl chloride,
Soheil describes the stress corrosion failure of a
columbium stabilized stainless steel high pressure auto-
24
clave. Franks, Binder, and Brown have determined that
boiling solutions of lithium, amonium, magnesium, zinc,
and calcium chloride will cause stress cracking in sta-
biliEed lB-8.^^
Stress corrosion cracks in stabilized 18-8 are in-
variably trana^ranular.^^'^'^'''^ Laboratory tests and
service failures, however, give no clear cut picture as
to the corrosive raedia that will cause stress corrosion
cracking in stabilized lB-8, i^^oarly all Investijjators
have used chloride soliitlons in attempting to induce
cracking in stressed samples. Many chloride solutions,
though, win not Induce stress cracking in stabilized
9 1218-9. » Sonie Investigators have even reported sta-
bilized lB-8 as iiaroune to stress cracking because It
did not atresa crack In the particular corrosive medium
they used,*^*'^'-^*^^
Ellis and Dixon, however, both report failures of
stabilized 18-0 in mildly corrosive vaedla such as naphtha
and air, where there la no apparent reason to suspect the
presence of the chloride ion, '"^' Scheil does not
specify the corrosive* medlusri in a columbium stabilized
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18-8 autoclave that falled,^^ From the difficulty in-
veati^ators have experienced in findin^^, solutions that
will atreaa crack a tab! 11 zed 18-8 it would appear that
an investit^ation to determine whether the chloride ion
la the sole offender lal^Jit be fiaiitful.
Ihe evidence in regard to stress corrosion of 18-8
which is susceptible to intergranular corrosion is more
voluminous and more varied, Hodge and Hiller found that
as mild a corroding medium as boiler water and steam
had caused stress corrosion failure of 18-8 susceptible
to grain boundary attack. ^^ Other corrosive inedia that
will cause stress corrosion failures In 18-8 susceptible
to ijjraln boundary attack have been reported as ferric
chloride (as low as 0.05;;«), mercuric chloride, nltrlc-
hydrofluric acid solution, sulfuric acid - copper sulphate
solution, sodium chloride - hydro^ien peroxide solution,
engine extiaust gases, and even alr.^*' ' ,i£j,ic,io
Stress corrosion failures in 18-8 susceptible to
inter^^ranular corroeion are primarily intercrystalline,
but some cracks cross ;.rains at times. Failures are
more difficxilt to Identify, for often the corrosive
medium produces a . ®!^®i'fl^l intercrystalline attack which
tends to obscure a purely local stress corrosion crack
or failure. ^'^'»^^»2^
It appears logical to assume that any corrosive
medium which can cause Inter-ranular attack may also
cause stress corrosion cracking in sensitized 18-8.
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It la not too important, however, whether 13-8 falls
by Inter^ranular attack or stress cracking, since It
falls In either event. What might be helpful Is an
Investl^efttlon to determine what corrosive media are
too mild to attack sensitized 18-8 Intergranularly,
but will still cause stress corrosion failures. Boiler
water, ateaiii, and air apparently fall in this category,"*^*
Ihe Stress Characterlstioa
All Investig^ators a,^ree that the stress to cause
stress corrosion crackln*/ must be tensile, as lo^ic
sutsgesta. None has observed stress corrosion Induced
by compressive stresses. Mears , Brown and Ilx report
1 fi
an interesting experiment with an A1-m^ alloy. One
Al-Mg test bar was stressed In tension and a second
was stressed in torsion. Both were subjected to the










It is 3lfc,nifleant to note that the second bar failed
alon^v the 45® plane across which the tensile force Is
greatest when the bar is stres&ed in torsion. ihe
first bar with a pure tensile load failed transversely
as indicated. Failure occurred in both bars in the
plane, acroaa which the ^.reatest tensile force was
acting, in preference to an;y' other plane.
Investigators recognize that internal and ex-
ternally applied stresses can initiate stress corrosion
cracking. Sufficient internal stress to initiate stress
corrosion can be produced b-^ cold rolling, bending, and
straightening, b> ^rinding^, or welding, and by quenching
to keep carbides In solution, '"^^'^^''^"^
It is particularly pertinent to realize that
quenching 18-S from 1000-llOO^C, to retain the carbides
in solution and prevent ^rain boundary attack, may
produce internal stresses high enou,^h to initiate stress
corrosion in tlie proper corroding medium. v«ilcox and
Kostlnj., have both found surface cracks in lar^e 18-8
castln^>8 quenched fror^i 1050-1120 G, Tlfiese surface
cracks could be stress corrosion cracks or quench
cracks, but in either event they serve to emphasize the
relatively hl^Jh internal stresses that can result from
quenching. "''*^ l^enson has recently pointed out the
serious magnitude of the internal stresses set up on
quenching a low alloy steel from the temperature at
which it was tempered. ierjiperin*. at 660°C. or hi^Jier
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givea oatentlally complete atreas rellof. The samples
quanched from this ran^^a and found to contain in torn al
atrosaea serve to re-omphaai jse the fact that internal
atreases are aet \xp In quenchlnp, even thoukh there be
no phase chanti,e.
'Ihe qnantitatlve results on the magnitude of the
stress required to Initiate stream corros.lon cracking
are sparse aiid difficult to correlate and interpret,
Hodge and wdller reported th;it a thrsshold stress of
10,000 psi externally applied to an lB-8 test specimen
senaitised to Tain bo^mdary attack waa mifficient to
initiate inter^Tanular atreajj corrosion cracking in
12ferric chloride colutione. Schell reports that an
internal residiial e tree a of about 10,000 psi is suf-
ficient to initiate atress corrosion cracking in lB-8 Cb
and 18-8 Mo alloys when exposed to '''^:Clg solution.^
Frank a , Filnder, and Prown report tl^at an externally
applied stress slight 1;^ !n excess of the yield stren^^th
at 0,2> offset is required to initiate e tresis corrosion
crackiru; in 17 Cr-7 Ki and 18 Cr-3 r^i stainless steel
stabilized by heat treatment ar^^ainst inter,;Tanular
attack, Ihey used M5CI2 as the corroding \aediaui and
their reBults aupnlement those of Scheil. Monypenny
reports that hi a Isboratories have obtained indicationa
that 13-8 cold rolled to 200,000 psi tensile strength
might stress crack in a 5-6^1 H Cl solution at room tem-
17
perat^.jre in 24 hours. ' Hhen 13-8 was cold rolled to
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130,000 pel tensile strength, stress crackin^i did not
occur even If the sample were extenally stressed also,
Investljiators have determined their data under
dlflerent conditions which are not directly coniparable.
llie data available indicate that externally applied
tensile stresses in the neighborhood of the yield point
are required to initiate stress corrosion cracking In
stabilized lB-8, whereas resldiial, internal, tensile
stresses may be much lower, about 10,000 psi , and still
initiate cracking.
Ihe experiment on the stress cracking of the Al-Mg
bar in torsion showin^i, that stress corrosion failure
occurred across the plane of the highest tensile stress
substantiates the supposition that the corroding medium
will seek out and attack the fibers most highly stressed
in tension. Ihe re is little reason to assume that the
corroding medium will differeniate oetween a fiber
stressed by residual internal stresses and one stressed
to the same degree by an external load.
The apparent discrepency in the data so far reported
may well be in the method of measuring the internal
stress. Scheil slit a short len^jth of tubing, measured
the increase in diameter and calculated the internal
20,21
stress after the method of Sachs and uspey. 'Ihe
accuracy of this method of racasurin - the internal stress
depends upon the de^ ree to whicn the assumption of uni-
formity^ of stress distribution across the thin tube wall,
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la justified. At best it gives an average of the
internal stroes for a section 2-3 diameters lon^^.
Ihe actual internal stress at any point on the surface
may well be several times the averac^e value as deter-
mined by slitting. The magnitude of the threshold
internal stress thus determined will vary, then, depend-
ing upon how far the point to point values of the in-
ternal stress differ from the average. Elaborate X-ray
techniques would be necessary to detemine the ma^jnitude
of the internal stroaaes at any spot on the surface.
Even X-ray technique will not give the stresa at a point
but only an avera^^e stress over a small ai^ea.
An externally applied tensile stress does not pro-
duce quite the same stress in each individual grain. It
does tend to £ive a more nearly uniform stress distribu-
tion than internal, residual stresses, however. Ihe
threshold Internal stress as now measured is an average
of the individual fiber stresses, some of which may well
be considerably higl-ier than the average. It may be
reasonably assumed that the corrodlne" medium will attack
the most highly stressed fiber first. Hie valiies re-
ported for the threshold internal stress required to
Initiate stress corrosion cracklne. will tend to vary
then, and may be considerably lower than siiailar values
for an externally applied threshold stress.
It would seem sufficient to take the threshold
©tress as determined by externally loading a bar free
-10-
of Internal stresses as a measure of the absolute
juagnitude of the streaa required to initiate stress
corrosion cracking, Ihe measurement of the internal
stress by the Sachs & Eapey^ or similar methods would
serve as a useful index of the amount of cold work, or
the cooling rate i»equired to keep the internal stresses
below a certain mlniisfam.
It is suggested, therefore, that the work of Franks,
Binder, and Brown be extended to include the determina-
tion of the magnitude of an externally applied tensile
stress necessary to initiate stress corrosion cracking
in media other than Ug Cl2« '^^Q specimens to be ex-
ternally stresaed should be free of internal residual
stresses. Ihis necessitates slow coolin^^ ana limits
the investii^ation to Ti and Cb stabilized 18-8 since
it is not desirable to Introduce the effect of inter-
^i^ranular attack.
Shell* 8 work on the magnitude of the internal
stress required to initiate stress cracking could be
extended to other media. A measured internal stress
such as this would be primarily useful as an index of
how much stress a given cooling rate or a given amount
of cold work introduces.
Measurement of the stress required to initiate
cracking in Tl and Gb stabilized 18-8 would furnish
the producer and the design engineer with positive,
quantitative information as to the effect of stresses
on the stress corrosion crackin^i of stabilizea 13-8,
-11-
isilth auch clear out Information the 18-8 producer could
probably open up an additional lar^e market In the
petroleum Industry, as Dixon has indicated.*^
A similar serlea of experiments could be run on
lB-8 aensltlzeci to ^^raln boundary attack, but it wov;ld
aeem beat to chooa© a milder corroding medium. A solu-
tion which would cause intorgranular atresa cracking but
would not cause ,^eneral inter^.ranular attack would be
ideal if such a solution could be found. Investljiating
stress corrosion cracking of lS-8 susceptible to ir ter-
^ranular attack serves priiaarily an academic interest.
Little practical application could result for this type
of stress corrosion cracking can be eliminated simply
by atabillzirv' 13-B against intergranular attack.
It la ii^^;portant to recognize the rarity of atress
corrosion failures in austenitic 18 Cr- 8 Hi steel sta-
bilized against Iritergranular attack. Tne very diffi-
culty the investigators have had in finding test solutions
that will cause stress cracking Indicates the generally
excellent resistance of stabilized 18-8 to this type of
failure. Unfortunately, the occasional failure is often
aore significant than the ninety and nine oases living
completely satisfactory service. It la particularly
difficult to translate laboratory results Into field
service data. Ihe laboratory teats, of necessity, are
made under the severest conditions known, and the effects
-iia-
of amall impurltiea that ma^ b© present In the field
service environment are generally negleoted.
The 'Iheory of .Stress Corrosion
Hears, Brown and Dlx have proposed a generalized
electrochemical theory of stress corrosion. '* 'Ihey
establish as the two prerequisites of stress corrosion:
1) a susceptibility to corrosion along more or less con-
tinuous paths rcust exist; and 2} a high tensile stress
either internal or externally applied must also exist.
Ihey picture the icaterial along the more or leas con-
tinuous paths being anodic to the surrounding metal,
andhance rapidly dissolved through the action of the
electrochemical potential set up.
llie electrochemical theory applies very nicely to
many alloys of aluminum, magnesium, copper and to 18-8
sensitized to Inter^ranular attack. These alloys all
exhibit a eralf^ boundary precipitate, which is anodic
to the surrounding metal. ;^ears. Brown and Dlx have
presented some very convincing data showing that, by
cathodic protection of sensitized 18-B, stress corrosion
cracking in MaCl - ^2^2 solution could be eliminated. ^^
By stretching the electrochemical theory somewhat, it
could be made to apply to the trans^^ranular stress
cracking of lB-8 stabilized with Tl or Cb and with 11
or Cb carbides at the ^raln boundaries. Ihe electro-
chemical theory completely falls to explain the trans-
-13-
granular stress creiCkln^ of homOt,eneo\ia , auatenltlc
9 12 2118-3 aa reported b> many Inveatlgatora. ' '
Hodge and i*.Jiller have pointed out the almllarlty
between a atreaa corrosion crack and a fatigue crack. ^^
No one has tried to evaluate the algnlficance of the
chloride ion in the atresia corrosion crackirit. of sta-
bilized 18-8, but in view of the generally poor per-
foriiiance of 18-8 in the presence of chlorine and H CI,
auch an approach might be fruitful.
Prevention
Stress corrosion cracking in 18-8 alloys susceptible
to grain boundary attack may usxially be prevented simply
by alloy addition or heat treatment to stabilize the
18-8 against ^.eneral inter^^ranular corrosion. ^^
Preventing sti*ess corrosion cracking in stabilized
18-8 is the primary consideration of the design engineer
and stainless steel producer. ihe jnoat obvious means of
preventing stress corrosion is to stress-relieve. Hodge
and Miller found that adequate stress-relief could be ob-
tained by furnace cooline, fi'om 900^C. or above. Schell
found that an anneal at 720^0. was effective for 18-8 Cb,
but that 870^0. was a better annealin,.;, temperature for
lB-3 and 18-8 Mo. It is apparently adequate to atress-
relieve by slow coolin^ from 900^0. or above.
Hod^-e and Miller found that no amount of annealing
aufficea to stress -relieve completely a welded joint
-14-
joining auatenltlc 18-8 to a ferrltlc ateel, but
that an all auatenltlc welded joint could b6 stress-
relieved.
It is well to point out that a trees-relieving by
slow cooling from 900^0. or above is a heat treatment
calculated to give maximum carbide precipitation at
the ^:raln boundaries* In ordinary 18-8 maxlraura
sensitization to intergranular attack is produced by
such slow cooling. .^^Jienchlng to keep the carbides in
solution introduces Internal stresses which can cause
stress cracking. Therefore, the design engineer is
forced to accept the more costly 18-B alloys stabilized
with Tl or Gb and specify slow cooling to the stress
free condition at room temperature, if the corroding
medium can cause stress corrosion cracking: . He should
remember that slow cooling may promote the formation
of ferrite and therefore a higher nickel or nitrogen
content may be advisable, if the presence of a small
amount of ferrite is objectionable.
Ingenious, but drastic, quenching of a stainless
steel bar so that ti-xe outside layers suffered plastic
deformation durin^i^^ the quench puttin*^, the surface
layers under a residual compressive stress has been
9
reported. Such a quench keeps the carbides in
solution and prevents stresa corrosion, but can .
develop quench cracks, as •(Vllcox and Kostln^, reported.^
V*ith the surface layer in compress ion there is no
tendency for stress corrosion cracking to occur. ^»-*''^»^*^»^^'^^
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Cb, Tl and Mo additions have proved Ineffective
In preventing atre&s corrosion, »-*"'^''^'^ hlaarlch reports
that the presence of a small amount of ferrlte la bene-
ficial In reducing the tendency of 13-8 to stress crack
In CaClg-HgCl2 solutions. ^^ Scheil confirmed this but
also found the presence of ferrlte had less effect in
reducing the tendency to stress crack in MgClg solu-
tion. ^-''^^ Scheil has also found that the ferrlte
stainless steels are nearly imraune to stress corrosion
cracking. ^^ Kalllng and Pagels reported that the 23Cr
ferritlc steels were more susceptible to corrosion #hen
cold worked than when annealed.*^*
Scheil reported that addition of an inhibitor to
the medium corroding the autoclave eliminated the
0*1
trouble •*^'** He did not specify either the Inhibitor or
the corx'odln^; laedluia. The information available indi-
cates the advisability of suspecting the presence of
the chloride ion in stress corrosion failures and If
possible removing or neutrallz5ng it. 'Diere la no
guarantee that the absence of the chloride ion will
prevent atreaa corrosion cracking, but it could easily
be the source of the trouble.
Before concluding-, the possible effect of stress
corrosion cracking during etching of microscopic sainples
should be pointed out. Dorge and Schrader have both
emphasized the role that stress can play in opening
cracks in highly stressed areas during etching. ^*^^
-16-
In evaluatiriii fine cracks In 18-8 or any other material
aa viewed under the microscope, the poaalbility that
they may be stress corrosion cracks initiated bj the
etching reagent in regions of high stress cannot be
overlooked.
Conelu aions
1) Stress corrosion cracking can and does occur
in auatenitic 18 Gr- 8 Ni stainless steel stressed in
tension and subjected to the proper corroding medium
regardless of the susceptibility to intergranular
corrosion, but It is a rare phenomenon, ^»^^»^^
2) Failures are characterized by their brittle,
localized nature. 1'he surrounding material remains
quite ductile. ^'^^
3) Xransgranular stress corrosion cracking of
stabilized 18-8 has been found to occur in lithium,
ammonluKi, magnesium, zinc, and calcium chloride solu-
tions, in the presence of moiat ethyl chloride vapor,
and possibly in the presence of naphtha, air, gasoline,
and other unspecified media. *' Interjiranular
stress corrosion crackirij^ of 18-8 sensitized to inter-
granular attack has been found to occur in corrosive
12
media as mild as boiler water and steam.
4) Ihe indications are that a tensile stress
about equal to the yield strength at 0.2> offset is
required to initiate stress corrosion crackings in
-17-
MgCl2 solutions. Ihe measured value of Internal
stress to Initiate cracking Is reported by Schell ma
10,000 psl or leaB.^2>21 xiie data applies to sta-
bilized 18-8. Ihere Is some data to substantiate the
supposition that the corroding medium will seek out
and attack the most highly stressed fibers first.*"
5) Internal stresses sufficient to initiate
stress corrosion in stabilized 18-8 have been known
to result from cold rolling, bending, or even straighten-
ing after annealing, also from ^Arindin^., weldin^^, and from
quenching to keep the carbides in solution. '''*''^''^*
6) 'Ihe electrochemical theory of stress corrosion
raay apply to 13-3 susceptible to lnter*i.ranular attack,
but cannot apply to the transgranular cracking of the
homogeneous, austenitic alloy.
7) When stress corrosion of 18-3, which is sus-
ceptible to intergramilar corrosion, occurs, it can
normally be prevented by rendering the 13-8 immune to
intergranular at tack, ^^
8) Stress corrosion cracking of 18-8 can be pre-
vented by slowly coolln^^- from 900^0. or above, to stress
relieve. ^^*2^ Such a treatment will sensitize 18-8 to
Intergranular attack unless the 11 or Cb stabilized
alloy la used.
9) Ordinary IB-B bar stock can be rendered iranoine
to stress corrosion cracking b^ a drastic quench which
leaves the surface layers in compression, 'ihe quench
will also retain the carbides in solution and prevent
-10-
Interoranular corrosion, but may initiate quenoh
orackln^^. '
10} Ti, Ct), and Mo additions do not prevent stress
9 12 21
corroaion failures. ' * ihare are indications that a
small ainount of ferrite ma^ reduce the tendency to stress
crack Ing.^^'^^'^^
11} It iasj' be posaible to prevent &lr&a& cracking
when the chloride ion ia the active a^aent in the corrod-
ing ii:Qdiain b> neutralizing it& effect, or b^ removing it.
12) In Interpreting fine cracka under the mlcro-
acope, the possibility of these beinj*: atross corrosion
cracks induced cy the otchant in highly streeaed areas,
4 P4
cannot be overlooked. »^
13} Fuither Inveatlgation to clarify the role of
the chloride ion in the ;>trefia corrosion failure of
stabilized 13-3 Is rocomFiitinded.
14} j.av»i'3titiation to deteruino the Kiaiinitude of
the external stroasa required to initiate atress corrosion
cracking of IB-G Cb and 18-8 li in vaxdous laedla is also
recoraiaondea.
15) It is argued that !>lnce methods so far used to
determine internal atresa val^^es determine only avora^:e
values, there :uay be an ap.'&rexit alacrepency between
reported values of internal and external stress required
to initiate stress corrosion cracking.
-19-
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13 Cr - 3 Nl STAINLESS STEEL IK HIGH
TKMPHRA'KTHE SKhVICH
Ihe purpose of thla report is to review the
properties and applications of 18 Cr-0 Nl stalnleae
steel and ite alloy modifications in high temperature
aervioe. Primarily tiie report deals with the structural
stability, physical properties, and typical failures of
18-8 at high texaperature—above 300°C. (570<^F. )• Prevloua
reports have dealt extensively with inter^sranular and
8trees corrosion in 13-8. A familiarity with these
phenoraena is assumed*
18-8 has long been used successfully at high
temperatures in steam turbines, parts of gas turblnei,
condenser, heat exchan|j.er and cracking still tubing,
autoclaves, valves, piping, and aircraft exhaust mani-
folds. Often high pressures as well as high temperatures
are encountered. It is the presence of a highly corrosive
environment, not the high teiaperature or high pressure,
which usually requirds the use of an alloy aa expensive
as 18-8.
Ihe principal factors that influence the choice
of materials for high teciperature service are the
corrosion resistance and creep 8tren£th. Luctllity,
workability, and weldability are of secondary importance.
Ihermal expansion, thermal conductivity, specific heat,
-1-
density, etc., while Important in certain appllcatlona,
are usually accepted at whatever values are associated
with the more critical properties sraoh as corrosion
resistance and creep strength."^' '^ '
VV, G, Whitman in discussing Dixon's paper hAB
enumerated the properties that would he dealrabl© in an
alloy for use In petroleum cracking stills. 1) The
alloy laust be inherently stable, i.e, its cojuponents In
equilibrium, in the service temperature ran.;e. 2) At
service teinperati^re the alloy shoiild have (a) high creep
atrength, (b) ^;ood ductility, (c) adequate Impact
atrenv.th, (d) highthei^mal conductivity, (e) wear re-
sistance (to withstand the action of brushes in cleaning),
(f) high endurance limit, and (g) a co-efficient of tti^ircial
expansion similar to that of other alloys with which It
may be aaaembled, 3) Tne alloy should be easy to
fabricate, i^achlne , or weld, ihe overall cost of the
fabricated product must be low. Unless an alloy resists
scalint^ and corrosive attack, an Iruposing array of
physical properties is of little value.
In the final analysis, cost and availability
will i^ovQrn the ohoic© of any particular alloy. Ihe
engineer may find that replacing a low cost coriodable
material at intervals is more profitable thar
uain^. of a hl^h cost, less corrodable material such
as 18-8.
«.2>
IHS STABILITY OF AUSISKITIC X8-B
KQullibriua Phase i^elatlonahipa
Austenlte is the stable phase in 18-8 only abovo
900 • 9bO^C^ (1660 - 1740°F. )• (^n slow cooling a carbide
phase appears at 900^- 950^0. (1650 • 1740^* )• As 18-8
is further cooled to 600 - o50°G. (1110 - 1200*^F. ) ferrite
can form. At room temperature the equilibrium phases are
ferrite and carbide. 26 a pseudo-equilibrium diagram
showing the approximate relationship of phases is included
as Pa^e A of the appendix.
Ihe precipitation of the carbide l3 slow except
in the 750 - 900°C. (1380 - 1050<^F. ) range. Carbide
precipitation can easily be avoided by quenching. 'Ihe
transformation of a^iatenlte to ferrite is an even slower
proceaij than the precipitation of carbide. It is diffi-
cult to produce completely ferritio 18-8, in fact. It
can only be done by lon^ tiia© holding at the transformation
terapereture, or by complete ©liraination of nitro^^en from
the analysis. ^^» ^^
Commercial prnctice is to quench 18-8 froru above
900^0. (1650*^\), thvis maintaining, hosiOcieneous auetenite
un transformed down to roois temperature.^^ Although the
austenite is unstable, it can be maintained indefinitely
at rooi::* temperature. Cold worn and an Increase in tem-
•> ''^
perature both tend to transform the unstable auatenlte to
the more atable structure, ferrite and carbide.
Ill^i Teinperature Ferilte
Ferrlte has been referi-ed to as Uie stable,
equilibrium phase at room temperature. In the px^eeence
of sufficient chromium, titanium, aiolybdenuia, tunc^;sten,
silicon, vanadiuia or columblum, ferrlte may be stable
«id ooexist witli austenite at temperatures above 900^0.
(1660°F. ) ISf^^ ,41,48 ^he ferrlte foradng elements have
a dual function, 'J3iey increase t3:ie tendency to fona a
two phase alloy with soLie atable ferrlte present at all
temperatures and they also increase the tendency for
auistsnite to transform to the equilibrium structure,
ferrlte, below 650 - GOO^C. (1200 - lllO^P. ).
Uhll^ maintains that In the absence of nitroe,en
5118-3 is completely ferrltio. Increaainir the nickel
or nitrogen content will stabilijse the aiistenite and
IK OA f^l
tend to produce a single phase, homogeneous BtT\xot'ar&, * '"^^
Si^';Bia Phase
Iher© is evidence that ferrlte is not completely
stable in alloy aodlfied lS-3. vSchafiueister and Br^^ang
developed an Fe-Cr-fU constitution diagrajss which show*
the Halts of the brittle, non-ssa^jietlc sigBoa phase.
Appendix, Page B,^^ The position of 18-8 on this diagram
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Is Indicated by a triangle { ). It will be noted that
at 3;^ Nl it would require not IB, but 225^ Cr to place
the composition in the nearest phase field where sigma
could form. In the absence of alloying, elements , the
formation of algroa phaae In ordinary 18-6 ahould not occur.
Increase of the chromiua content to 22,€, addition
of 2 - 4;C Mo, addition of varying amounts of titanium,
tunt^aten, silicon, tantalum, zlrcroialuift, aluralnum and
columbluia are known to cause the formation of slgma phase
in 18-8.^'^*^^'*^'^^*^^ It aeems reasonable to suppose
that any alloy addition that promotes the formation of
ferrite, alao promotes the formation of si^a.
'There la considerable discvission as to Just how
Sigma foriaa. 'ihe formation of ai^pEaa is often foll::>wed
45
•gnetlcally. Auctenlte is non-magnetic; ferrite,
magnetic; algjaa, non-aagnetlc. 'Ihe amount of ferrite
formed from austenite can be estimated by the increase
in magnetism. After equilibrium between austenite and
ferrite has been established, the formation of al^iua Ciay
be followed bj the loss in magnetism.
Hledrlch stateu that sigma is most often observed
41
to foTt^ froa ferrite in his paper. In the discussion
he ex}:iibit8 mlcroatructures showing the formation of sigma
directly from avistenlte in reply to M. Schmidt of Duseeldorf
who maintained the opposite.
18 Cr-8 Nl atalnlesa stool and Its alloy modifi-
oatlons are not ausceptlble to the tesiper brlttlenaas
aaaoclatQd with the plain chromlua and lower alloy
ateela.^'^»^^»^^»^'^»^^ Temper brittlenesa In plain
chrozaiua and low alloy steels occura in the 400 - 600^0
•
(750 - llOO^F, ) range and apparently is a precipitation
phenomena, ^^'^*^»^*^ EmbrittleiJient of 18-8 does occur, but
it la not related to the moi'e coiiaisicn teiaper i^rittleness
of ferritic alloys.
Ordinary la-S on slow cooling or on holding for
abort periods of time In the 700 - 900^0. (1290 - 165C*^F.
}
range suffers esjbri ttleraent by the precipitation of carbidea
at tJie grain boundaries*^ Carbides precipitate at imioh
lower teiapersatiii^es but ara so finely divided that the/
have no eiabrlttlin.;^ effect. At higher teraperatures
,
700 - 900^0.
, the carbidea are coarser and lower the
liapact Eitreni^th, It should be emphasized, that even after
iaaxirniio carbide eubrl ttleaaent has occurred the impact
strength is still at a very high value, 40 ft. -lbs. Ixod.*
Riedrich atatea that carbide euibrittleiaent can be eliminated
h-^' use of Cb or Ti stabilized alloy.
Kiedrich ejaphaslzea the mnbrittlement that can
41
occur on long (sxpostjre to high tempo i-atures •^-^ .vi.nce
ordinary 18-8 does not have enough chroraium to forixi slgma^
this type of eiabrittlerient will usually be confined to the
<W>Q«»
4*S
alloy modificationa of I(3-8, Franks, Binder, and
Blahop found that 2 - 4/C l4o added to 18-8 caused slgma
to form.^^ Titaniuja Ss known to favor the formation of
slgma and it Is a atron^: ferrlte foriJier. * ^® Colueibluin,
ndall© it favors both ferrit© and aigma formation la
relativoly weak coi^ipared to Tl and Mo. *^* This givas
colurabiuxa stabilized 13-8 a sligi-it advanta^re for high
teraperatui'0 service. If embrittle^nicnt iDy sigma formation
haa occurred, heating to 920^0. (1690^F« ) will dissolve
the algma phase ."^^
Cold VVork, Kecrystalligation, and
stress heliof
10-3 can be cold worked and recryatalllzed as any
other hoiaogoneoua alloy* Reorystallization occurs in the
temperature range 1000 - 1200°C. (1830 - 2190^1-.)^^ :?e-
cause auatenltic 18-8 is in unstable equillbriiua at room
temperatjre, cold v/ork actually causes sosie transformation
of austenlte to ferrlte. Cold work also causes a marked
increase in the rate of precipitation of carbides on
reheating above 400°C. (760°F. )•
Si^jma redlssolves above 920^0. (1690°F,}; carbide,
above 900^0. (1650'^r.}j and ferrite, above 900 - 950^0.
(1650 - 1740*^F. )• It is clear that no matter what happens
to the mo tus table auetenite below 900*^0. (1C50^F. ), on
reheating to recryiitallize, the nomial atruct\ire will be
homoi^ieneous austenlte before the reorystallization ran^e
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is reached. Heating above the recrystalllzatlon range
causes rapid ^rain t:,rowth.*^
The temperature at which full atreas relief may
be obtained can be deduced from the work of Sohell and
the work of Hodge and Miller on stresa corrosion of 13*8«
Schell and Hodge and Miller reported that furnace cooling
from 875 - 900°C. (1610 - 1650^F. ) was required to keep
residual stresses low enough to i.tve icnaunlty to stress
corrosion in MgCl2 solution* ' It may be concluded
that in order to i^t complete stress relief, 18-3 zsust
be heated to 900^0. (1650°F. ) and furnace cooled*
Auatenltic vs* Ferritio Stnacture
Many of the mechanical properties of 18-8 are
directly related to the homogeneous austenitlc structure*
The excellent ductility and good toughness at high tensile
and yield strengths are in large measure attributed to the
austenitlc structure*
Austenlte is not ti*uly stable below 900 - 960^C*
(1660^ - 1740^F. ) but can easily be quenched to room
temperature and maintained indefinitely. When 18-3 la to
be used at high temperatures, the possibility of ferrlte
formation and carbide precipitation raust be reckoned with*
If the Ti, Uo, or Cb alloy of 13-8 is being considered,
the possibility of sigma forxfiation cannot be overlooked.
Carbide precipitation sensitizes the 18-B to
-a-
intert^ranular attack unless the Cb or Ti atablllzed
alloy Is used. In the tempera ti^ra range 700 - 900°C.
(1290 - 1650°P, ) the precipitated carbides actually
embrittle 18-8, but not seriously. Serious embrittlement
can occur on long tiii:.e holding at temperatures below
920^0. (leQO^F.) if the Mo, Cb, or Tl content is too
1 15 41 41high. ' * Ferrite causes hotshortness* ilie presence
of siiiall amounts of ferrite do decrease the susceptibility
to inter^ranu}.ar corrosion* «^''' It is possible that the
fomatlon of ferrite in 18-8 cracking still tubes isay lead
to brittle failures.® Ihe presence of ferrite destroys
the homogeneity of auatenltic 18-8 and is generally to be
avoided. Ihe new ferritic 18-9 4 Ti 4 Al age hardening
alloy recently developed laay serve as a yardstick to com-
pere the properties of ferrite to those of austenite
in ia-8.^^
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CQFJ^QSIQK HESISTANCE QV 18Gr -3 Ki STHLX
The Oxide Film
Ihe excellent corrosion reeiatonco of 18 Cr- 8 Nl
atainlesfi ateel is usually attrlDuted to the formation of
a thin, tightly adherini; fila*, ordinarily a ohromluia oxide
soale* Forrost, Hoetheli, and Brown shovved that the
initial rate of corroalon of film free 18-8 In water of
known oxygen content was very hl^;ii and of the same order
of magnitude as that of a plain carbon steel. ^^ As the
film foi'jnedjthe rate decreased and quickly leveled off.
Stockdale and h'vans actually x^r^oved a filr.; frora the
surface of 18-8 and atudied it.*^^ Other theories of
corrosion have eaphaaized tho electrolytic aapect, Uhlig
and v^ulff have £one so far ae to develop a specialized
electron sharing theory of pasaivity applicable only to
18 Cr- 8 Ni ataialeas steels, ^^ For the purposes of this
paper it is simpler to discuss the corrosion problem in
terms of the oxide film theory, rea^eiiiberlng that electro-
lytic effects are ever present and ever iciport&nt.
Accepting the oxide film theory and considering
what happens In air, the following picture is drawn. 'The
oxygen of the air reacts vwith the chroraium of the 18-8 and
forma a th5n, tightly adhering film of chromium oxide on the
surface, rurther corrosion is prevented b^ the resistance
the film offers to the diffusion of iron outwards and the
diffusion of oxy^^en inwards. 'Hie film probably contains
some iroii and nickel oxide, but it is the chromium oxide
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which la Important. *^*^^'^^'*^»^^»^^
If oxy^^en Is not available, as in a reducing
atmosphere, the oxide film can not form. If previously
formed, it aiay be reduced. In either case the 18-8 is
no longer protected bj its oxide film. The corrosion
rofli stance will depend upon the extent to which the reduc-
ing atnoaphere attacks 18-8 and the character of the film
or scale that inay be fornied. Often nickel is more effective
than chrorolura In limiting corrosive attack in reducin£, at-
mospheres, except where sulphides are present. In general
13-8 is resistant to corrosion in strongly oxidizing at-
mospheres, lOKxt is often severely attacked in a reducing
atmosphere. ^'^^'^^'^^
Scaling; in Air at High 'temperatures
At high temperatures corrosion resistance la of
primary importance. In air 18-8 begina to show loss of
weight after long periods at 760^0. {1400°F. ), but the
loss is still small at 870^0. (1600^F. ). Corrosion in-
creases more rapidly at higher teraperatures. * "'*^ '
At 870^C. (1600°F. } manufacturers report the ^.^xas. weight
loss per sq. inch after 168 hours heating aa loaa than
0.05.^^ Cb and Tl additions do not affect the scaling, in




Ihe resistance of 18-8 to oorroaiori in high
toraperature steam has been studied b^ several investi-
gators. ^'^'^»^*^»^^ Hawkins, Agnew, and Solbert, found
13-8 and lB-8Cb started to corrode rapidly above 915°C.
(1676°F. ).^^ Hohri^x, Van Duaer and Fellows found 18-8
to pit at 596°C. (110C<^. ) in steam.^^ Fuller in dis-
cussing 18-8 for turbine service, draws attention to the
possibility of erosion by high velocity droplets,-^^ Little
good data is available on erosion, especially high tempera-
ture erosion, but it can be a very irjportant factor in
piping, puaip and still desi^;^.
Coi^rosion in heducJng Atsxosphere
deducing atmospheres, particularly when chloride
or sulphide ion is present, are destructive to chroiuium
bearing steel3.^**^>2^*'^'^»'*^»'^^>^^ Ihe addition of Mo and
an increase in the nickel content increase the resistance
of 13-6 to attack by the chloride ion. Sulphur, as HgS,
attacks 10-3, sulphur coiabinini., with the nickel to form a
low melting euteotic (M»?t.a46^C. )• At temperatires above
645^0. (1190^F,), this low melting constituent loosens the
scale and exposes fresh metal to further attack.^'*^'*^^*^^'^^
Molybdenum addition and the substitution of ajan^^anese for
nickel improves the resistance of 18-8 to attack by
sulphides in a reducing atmosphere,
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Ihe effect of sulphur In an oxidlaing atmosphere,
aa far exampl© SOg, ia nach leas severe. If the atmoa-
phere is strongly oxidizing, the 18-3 can be fully re-
sistant below oSO^C. (1200°?,) even though SOo la
present. ^'^'^'^ Rlckott and Wood have shown that in tiie
plain chromium steels, increasing, the chronlum content
has little effect on scaling in a HgS atnosphero at
760 - 1090^0. (1400 - 2000°?. ),'*0 The scallne of 13-8
in Hr>S cannot be attributed entirely to the fornation of
nickel sulphide, then.
The presence of sulphur and the type of atmoa-
phere, oxidizing or reducing, are Important in determining
the suitability of 18-3 for a particular application. It
is Interesting to note that according to Mead, Schaffer and
Camp, ordinary 13-B tubes have given long and satisfactory
service in cracking a hi^h sulphur content oil at tempera-
tures of 425^0. (SOO^F. ).^2
Resistance to H2 and NH^
Lelhener, 3run and others report that la-'S, 18-8-11
and 13-8-If'o are resistant to ©labri ttleiaent by Hq or NH^
at 550^0. (1020°F. ) and 600 atmospheres. ^^'^^ Rhodes
reports that iig used in the synthesis of NE^ at 450 - 500°C«
(750 - 930°F. ) decarbonizes chromiura steels. ^^ Since low
carbon 13-8 is highly desirable decarburi station would not
prevent tiie uae of 18-8 in such an application.
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InterKpanular Corrosion
1.1 . iw I riw I II II .11 I
An liiiportant conaldorfttion in the ua© of 18-8 at
hl^ temparatxir© Is th© suac©ptibility to intort^,rar)\ilar
corrosion. The first report of this aorlea dealt extens-
ively with Intergranular corrosion. When 18-B is reheated
to 400^C, (750^F,} or above ar.d held for long periods of
time as in continuous high temperature service, carbides
will form and precipitate at the grain boundaries. If the
medium to which 18-8 ia exposed will attack 18-8 thus
sensitized, intergranular attack and failure result.
The importance of the corrosive ciedlum cannot be
minimized, 'ihe corrosion resistance of 18-8 even in the
sensitized condition is remarkable, 'ihe oil industry has
used thousands of 18-8 tubes stttiafactorlly for many
tliousands of hours at temperatures within the sensitiza-
tion ran^^e.^'^'*^^ ubvlously. If the corrosive raedluci will
not attack sensitized lS-8 at elevatea temperatures, thei*©
is no reason to , o to the mor® expensive columblum and
titanium stabilized allocs. If the corrosive medium does
attack sensitized 18-8 and th© service temperature is above
400°G. (750^r,), either the colurabium or titanium stabilized
alloy jiiuat be used to prevent intergranular attack.
Garburlzatlon
Carburlzation of 18-8 may lead to failures in certain
high temperature applications, llier© is little use in
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••lee ting a columbluia or titanluEi stabilized lB-8 if
oarburl;!atlon occurs under service conditions. Titanium
or coluiablum la added to 18-8 to keep chroralum from
coinbinln^ with t-he carbon present. If carbon Is added
h'j carburizatlon, the effect of the titanium or columbluia
la nullified. ihe chromium can combine with the carbon
adaod and precipitate at the ^rain boundaries thus
••naitizing 10-8 to Inter^ranular attack* Carburlzing
13"»8 can also have an embrittling offset for the cai*bld«»
22 24 30
are concentrated at the ^rain boundaries. * *
Hydrocarbon ^ases above 700^0. (IZOO^P. ) can
carburlze austenltio 18-8, according to Lincoln.*'^
18-8 Uo after loO hours at 930^C. (ISOO^F. ) in a car-
burizin(z atmosphere had in excess of 0.45/^ C in the case
and a 0.4 in. case depth. 18-B after the same treatment
30had about 0.2% C in the case and a 0.25 in. case depth.
Kahn and Huobel have both reported what they believe
to be carburization of 18-8 Gb and lS-8 Ti aircraft ex-
haust manifolds. ^^»^^ Some carburization has been detected
In 18-3 oil atill tubes that failed. ^'^ Kahn, Oster, and
tVachtell pack carburlzed 13-8 Tl samples to a case depth
of 0.02 inches in 3 hours at a temperature sll^ihtly above
700^^0. (1300^F. ). Hledrlch refers to the carburization of
18-8 as "dry intergranular corrosion. "^^
hledrlch and Lincoln report thiat the presence of
ferrite decreases carburization and that high chroralum.
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ferrltlo stools are not suscaptlble to cai'burizatlon.*^^'^-''
KfiQin and his co-workers report a copper coating effective
In preventing carbiirlzation. ' Silicon alloy addition de-
crease a carbarlzatlon markedly. ^^
Garburizatlon of 18-8, then, can bo a factor In
high temperature applications. It destroys tlie laxnunlty
to Intergranular corrosion in the columblusn or stabilized
alloy.
Resistance to Attack b^ Molten Metals
Molten metals, fused salts, ^ lasses, tobln bronze,
zinc, and mercury all attack 18-8 Intergranularly, *^*
18-3 cannot ordinarily be used at high tenperatures in
contact with these materials. At lower temperatures mercury
is the sole offender of this group. If IB-B is to be used,
the temperature must not only be held below the melting
point of the wetal or salt but also below the teiaperature
at which appreciable diffusion will occur.
Corrosion hesistance in Other Media
Ihe corrosion resistance of 13-8 to other nedia at
high temperature such as acids, bases, anc' hjdrocarbons will
not be included in this report. Zapffe has collected and
compiled the data on corrosion resistance of 13-8 In various
54liquids at various teaiperatures.
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Effect of Alloy Addltiona
tQui general correal on reslatanoe of 18-8 is not
•Ignlficantly affected by columbluia or titanium additions.
Molybdenum waB ^Irat added to 19-8 in the hopes that it
would prevent Intergranular attack. It did not, but it
was found that molybdenum increased the resistance of 18-8
to pitting, to attack b;> the chloride ion, and to attack
in a roduclne. atmosphere.
Up to this point th© molybdenuia alloy has been re-
ferred to as an 18-8 alloy. Actually, the most useful alloy
for hii;^i temperatiire service is a 16 CT" 15iil - 3 ISo steel.
ThQ chromium content has been reduced and nickel content
increased to stabilize the austenite and prevent the forma-
tion of ferrite and si^a. 18-8 with about 2^ Mo is a till
widely used at low ^;emperatures because of Its excellent
corrosion resis tarice. Ihe 18 Cr- B Ni- 2 Mo alloy will not
be considered further in this report.
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HI cm TEMPERA'IUKE PHYSICAL PBQPEHTISS
Creep
Creep in notala generally refere to the ver-y slow,
poraanent deforiaatlon that can occur at constant atreea
(i.e. below the instantaneous value of yield strength) at
high temperatures. There are two important problema that
depend upon the creep characteriatica of metals. First,
iriiftt is the maximum stress that can be austained without
rupture over the service life, 1, 2, 5, 10 or 20 years?
Second, what is the aaxiisum stress that can be sustained
without the permanent elongation exceeding a given design
limit over the service life, 1, 2, 5, 10, or 20 years?
Before ooneidering 13-8 specifically, a more general
picbire of creep in sietals will be presented. 'Ihe nature
of creep demands thet experiments be jnan over the full
service life of the proposed installation. ihe time and
effort involved tempted investigators to develop a suitable
short tirse test that will provide reliable design data.
ihe two most widely used short tine tests are the hi^
tempex'atur© tensile test in this country, and the D V M
test A 117 in Germany. 'Ihese tests are useful only In
giving broad indications as to the creep characteristics
of metals. A great deal of ovldence has been cornpiled
showing that the results of the higi:* temperature tensile
test and D V M test A 117 bear no consistent relation to
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the r«ftults of lung time tests or to service experl-'
enco.^"^*^^*^*'*^**''' 'l"he current trend In creep testing
Is towards the lonu tliae full life creep tests.
Creep testa are ^lade on apeciiaena loaded In tension
at a controlled teiaparature. Ihs elontation of the speci-
men is measured and plotted as a function of tine, A topi-
cal tiiiie elongation curve is Included in the appendix.
Page C, V,'hen first loaded, the specimen stretches rapidly,
if the stress is not too hi^^^h, the rate of elongation
gradually decreases and finally settles down to a relatively
constant rate. After deforming at a constant rate for
considerable tiir^e ( tlriousands of hours), the rate beiiins to
increase once more and elongation increases rapidly to
failure. The cr.arvea on Page C of the appendix illustrate
the three stages of creep. Curve (1) shows all three
stages. Curve (2) has not been extended far enough to
reach sta^e three.
Ihe typical time-eloni^atlon curves on Pae^e C also
illustrate t^^e method of measuring the miniiauia creep
rate as the tangent to the curve during stage two. A
unit rate of 10"^ in/in at 1000 hours (O.i;^ in 1000 hra. )
is also illustrated. Ihe stress which gives this unit
rate daring stage two is taken as a measure of the creep
strength for design work in this country. An actual tirso
elongation curve for an undeslei:nated laaterial la included
as Page E of the appendix. ^^'^ It illustrates very clearly
the necessity for lon^ tiii.e tests to establish with any
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cortalnty th« minimum creep rat© oharacterlatlc of stage
two. Not until 3000 houra doea tlrio creep rate settle down
to a oonatant value. l^iUoh of the data In the literature
has been obtained on teats laatln.^ considerably less than
1000 hours. TiiTie-elongation curves are determined at
oonstfuit temperature and constant stress. By measuring
the minimum creep rate during the second stage on a series
of tlr^ie-elongation curves for constant temperature and
different stresses, a plot of the 3troaa vs. creep rate
is obtained. Such a curve for lB-8 is Inol-aded as Page K
of the appendix. It is usually plotted on log-log paper
in order to approxin ate a straight line relationship.
Ordinarily a aeries of lines are plotted for different
temperatures.
From a series of streso vs. creep rate curves for
various temperatures, the creep strength cia^' be determined
and plotted as a function of teixiperatui^e, Page F of the
appendix.
ihe creep stren^^t)! has been variously defined as
the stress which gives a creep rat© of 0.1^ per 1000 hours
(1^^ per 10,000 hmu's), also as the stress which gives a
creep rate of 0.01^' per 1000 hours (0.1;l per 10,000 hours
or l)b per 100,000 hours ).'^^'^^>^^'»^^'^'^»^^ Since few
tests are run over 1000 hours, the values at 10,000 and
100,000 hours are enorally extrapolated. Ihe Herman
D V k zQat A 117 iiieasuros the creep strength as the stress
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which will produce an averaj/e creep rate of 4-5 x 10 %
per hour during the 26th to 35th hour Interval of a 45
hour test*^^'^^**^'^ In England the creep atren(.,th la
often defined as the stress which will produce a creep
rate of 1 x 10"^,e per day or 0.4 x 10*"*^ per hour on the
40th day (960 hours} of the tost.*^^
'Ihe older literature defined the creep strength as
the Qaxlsxum stress below which the initial creep coiaea to
a stop.^*^ It is ijenerally accepted now that creep does
not coae to a stop, eliaply settles down to a constant
rate during the second stage.^'^^'^^'^^'*^'^'^*'*'^'^^
'Theory of Creep
Ihe exact nechanlsm by which a raetal "creeps" is
the subject of considerable discussion and controversy.
Although Kosenhain^a amorphua cement theory has been
generally diacardec, his conception of a definite teiapera-
the
ture where/a tren^:th of the metal across the grain boundaries
was equal to the transgranular atren^^th has been retained
by laany investigators. Above this tenperature intergranular
failures are assumed to occur; below this temperature trans-
granular failures occur. Such a teinperature is called the
equlcohesive tei.iperaturo.*^^'^ '^ ihere 1^ no good data
to show that such a tenperature exists. Siebel and liahn
point out that the very data Tlilekinan and Parker base their
statenents about tlie equicoheaive teixiperature on shows the
tremendous Influence of ooiaposltlon on the type of fracture.^'''
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•ih6 moat prociialn^j theories of crtrep hav« been
2h 47developod b; Kan tor and by Selbel and iiahn, ' Slebel
and liahn emphasize that the overwheliain^f majority of
creep data haa been obtained on low alloy heat resisting
ateels in the teinperat^ire ran^e 450 - 650^0. (840 - 1200^F. )
which Is the ran^ e in which recovery and recrystallizatlon
occurs. They draw attention to the fact that precipitation,
diffusion, atomic rearrangementa , anci translation as well
as recrystallizatlon and recovery affect the creep strength
of a uietal in this temperature range,
Slebel and Hahn re,^ard the sudaen increase in the
miniiaum creep rate of the second stage above a narrow
ran^e of temperature or s tresis as significant. c^elow
the recovery temperature, they maintain that creep occurs
by a process of atomic reajrant^enent in the -rain boundaiies
at low stresses, and by translation at higher stresses.
In the recovery and recrystallizatlon range atomic re-
arrangement in the t!3^'al*i boundaries is supplemented b>
atomic rearrangement within the ^rralna at low stresses.
At higher stresses slip planes form within the grains.
Above the recovery and recrystallizatlon ran .re. ra^n
bounaary atonic rearran^^ecient predouinatea at low
stresses, aided by translation at higher stresses.
Slebel and Ha^in explain the decrease in cree~ rate
during first sta^e as the result of strain ntuuenin^
hj translation.
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Kanter suggeets a aiiallar but somewhat more detailed
theor;/ of creep. Inhomo^eneity frooi ^rain to eraln la
aasuxaed. v.hen first loaded, thotse er^^^^s with lower yield
streRi^^ths deform first. As they deforra there is a tendency
to shift the load to adjacent if.raina, Work hardening in-
creasea the yield strength of the initially weaker gralna.
I!hu8 durlne, the first sta^^e there is a succession of events,
plastic doforLiatlon of the fjralns, stress redistribution among
the ^ralna, and Inci'ease in stren^-^th of the weaker grains by
work hardening.
Ihe second stage with a mlnlniuin creep rate seta In
when strain hardening and stress redistribution have evened
o\it the Initial Inhomoj^ienelties. It la proposed that creep
proceeds b> shear with strain hardening, and stress read-
justments reraainlng constant. It has been shown that creep
in sln^l© crystals of lead proceeds by means of slip along
crystal planes subjected to rnaxinpjim shear stresses.
Ihe third stage is pictured as the result of a
preferred orientation developing which places the potential
slip planes in better alignment with the planes of jaaxliaun
shear stress. Such a realignment would be ar^iravated bj
necklnii down. Actual rotation of the , rains has been demon-
strated In a tin-lead alloy.
Kanter points out that sirain rotation would be
expected to produce Inter^^ranular failures, whereas strain
hardening would produce Intra^ranular failures. He concludes
that the type of falliire Is a function of the rate of straining.
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An Intoreatln^. calovilatlon for a creep rate of sinall
mat^nltude about (O.Ol^ per year) Indicates that allp should
occur on planes at discrete Intervals of atomic pitch about
once an hour. 'Ihe metal ia pictured as being In a state of
elastic strain essentially, tawt disturbed occasionally by
slip. Kach disturbance causes a stress redistribution and
lays the ground work for the next disturbance.*^^
Parker believes that the defonaatlon at the grain
boundaries during creep causes minute imperfections on the
atomic scale, which, under the influence of tension, ^row to
microscopic size with the passage of tlr^e and initiate
f all\ires.*^^
'Ihe Effect of Certain Factors on Creep
3raln size is known to influence creep strength.
Above the reorystallizatlon temperature coarse ^^ralned steela
show higher creep stren^^th. .^low the reorystallizatlon
range fine grain steelis show hi^^her creep strengthi.^'^' Newell
has shown that increasing the grain size of 18-8 adversely
affects the physical properties at terape rati;res in the range
425 - 925^C. (900 - 1700^?.).^ 'JhOLe tenperatures are below
the reorystallizatlon ranije.
It has been -enerally observed that alloys with high
recrystallizatlon temperature have better creep characteristlca.
Ihe function of alloying elements may be largely accounted
for as they modify the temperature of rt*crystallization.
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Molybdenum has proved most valuable In increasing creep
41 47
strength of steels. * Clarke arid V^hlte emphasize the
fact that an all^y addition muat be unifoinnly distributed
to realize its full effect on creep strength, "^ 'Ihe^' point
out tiifit with segregation the weakest portion of the metal
will deterirdne the overall creep chariacteristica. Ihls
is undoubtedly true and is not at variance rslUi Ranter's
theory of inhomo^ienei ties from grain to t^rain. Ihe in-
hociO:j,enei ty occasioned by segregation to which Clarke and
¥ihite refer is on a lalcroscopic scale where appreciable
areas have lower properties than othor areas.
Curves G and H of the appendix show the influence
of coluiabium and molybdenum on the creep strength of 18-8.
Columblua increases the creep strength bel^w 650^0,
{1200°F. }• • -^'^ Molybdenum increases the creep strength
below 760°C. (1400^F. )^^'^^*^^'^'^ Titanium has no effect
on the creep atren^^th of 18-8. *
'lfi& effect of temperature fluctuations on creep
testin^ has been aemonstrated loj Fellows, Cook, and Avery
and b;> liz*ophy and Fiiniian.^'-^^ Fellows, Cook, and Avery
found that a 26 Cr- 12 Ni steel sample tested at 982^0
.
(1800*^F. } under a 5000 psl load developed a 4.5;^ residual
elon^iation in 221 hours when temperature was all wed to
fluctuate between 9770C. and 988'^C. (1790^F. and ISIO^F. }."^^
irophy and F^irman using an 18-8 «|- Cb alloy at 932^C. (1800°F. )
discovered that cyclin^i the temperature to (870°C.} loOO^F,
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Increased the total elon<^atlon b^ aa much aa 200^ before
the norical creep rate waa resumed.*^ It la worth;/- of note
at
that/tne teiaporaturea at which these observations were
made, It is quite probable that both the 25-12 and 18-8
alloy were already In the third stage of rapidly Increaalng
creep rate*
Tiie Rupture Stren^^^th
Preaent invest! i/atlona of creep characteristics
have led to the redevelopment of the orl^^lnal "overloaded
cp«ep teat" or the "a tress-to-rupture test," 'Ihe specimen
to be tested la loaded in tension and the tine to failure
noted. On a series of apeclmens loaded to different stress
values, the time for rupture is approxiaately a straight
2 47 50 5Sline on log log paper. $-"»^^»'^^ ^ typical stress rupture
curve for 18-8 is included as Page I of the appendix.
It will be noted that the short time tensile strength
serves as the ori,.:in of the stress mpture curve, Such
curves are a clear indication of the futility of attesvpting
to use the short tirne tensile properties for design data,
Ihe break in the curve at 90 hours results from inter^ranular
oxidation as first pointed oiit by White, Clarke and Wilson,
Ihlelemann find Parker attempted to associate the break
In the curve with the "eqpicohesive ter-perature, "^^ Avery,
Gook, and Fellows point out that a series of stress-rupture
and creep strength vs. stress curves provide the engineer
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with the best deal^j^n data available, Iho danger of extra-
polating the stress rupture curves to determine maxinram life
is obvious. Sinoe interj:;rftnular oxidation may occur at any
time and greatly shorten the e-xpected life, tests must be
run lon>5 enough to determine the ati'alght line portion after
Intex^.ranular- oxidation has aet in. Ihis has not often been
done and stress-i'upture data rnust be uaed with care for this
reason.
FroBi a eerlea of stress-rupture curves at different
tempera turea the a tress required to obtain rupture in 1000
hours may be plotted as a function of temperature. Ibe
a tress to rupture at 1000 hours can usually be obtained with
fair accuracy. Extrapolation to 100,000 hours yields data that
may have little actual significance. Stress-rupture data
extrapolated to 100,000 hours is used as a measure of the
expected life, however, 'k^hen used in conjunction with the
creep strength, it gives the best information at pie3ent
obtainable, short of the full life experimental data.
Stress- to-rupture in 1000 hours has been plotted
aa a function of temperature for 18-8, 10-8 Cb, and 16-3-3
as Pai/e J of the appendix. Stresa-to-rupture extrapolated
to 100^000 hours has been plotted as a function of tempera-
ture for the same mater'ials as Page K of the appenaix.
Columbium is seen to Increase the atresa required for
rupture 'n 1000 and 100,000 hours, b\it not so much as the
molybdenuia addition. 'iho effect of columbium is iixore
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sle^lfleant when It Is remeribered that less than 1% Cb is
actually prejjont and lauch of this is not dissolved in the
matrix but pi'osent as a carbide at the grain boundaries. No
data for stress nip tare la available for the titanium alloy.
In view of the fact that titaniua had no effect on the creep
strength. It seems safe to assucie it will have little if any
effect on the stress-njpture strength.
Fatigue
Fatigue of 18-8 at hi^^h terapera tares has not been
extensively studied. Fuller ^ives the endurance liiTilt in
steain at IbO^C. {2>00^V.) as 34,000 psi for 18-8 in the fully
annealed condition. ^^ After holding at 650<^C. (1200<^F. ) for
bOO hours, the endurance limit had dropped to 21,000 psi
presumably because of carbides that precipitated in the ^rain
boundaries.
l^vana t^^ives a curve for endurance limit of 504 in air
up to 650^0. (1200^1-. j?-"- fnls curve is Incluaed as Pa^e L
of the appendix.
Ihe Coefficient of Linear ''.xpanaion
The coefficient of linear expansion Increases with
temperatui»e. At 650^0. U200°F. ) the coefficient of ex-
pansion for 18-8 is 11.16 x lO""^ inches per inch.^'^ This
is about 50% lower than the handbook value for the coefficient
of expansion for plain carbon steel, 16 x 10"^.
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Ihe variation of the coefficient with temperature for
18-8 la plotted as Page M of the appendix. Page K of the
appendix is a table of the average value of the coefficient
over the temperature ran^^es indicated. Average values were
available for 18-8 4 Cb and 16-13-3 as well as 18-8. Ihe
alloy content sli-htly lowers the expansion coefficient but
the effect is only of ztio order of 3-4f^.
'Ihermal Conductivity
The thermal conductivity of 18-S is low, about 100
BW/&q.ft,A^r./^F*/ln, at room temperature. ^-^'»^® It
increases sllt^htly with a rise in temperature. Columblum
and molyodenum additions do not affect the thei^nial con-
ductivity appreciably at low or high teifiperatures. All
values of the thernal conductivity (K) for 18-8, 18-3 4 Cb,
and 16-13-3 fall within the band indicated on the c.rapi^
page (0) of the appendix. ^-^'^^ 'Ihe thermal conductivity
of other steels has been included for coLiparison. ^fo data
is available for the 18-8 4 Tl alloy.
Specifio Gravity, Damping; Capacity
Evans records the dpeclflc gravity of 18-8 as 7.90;
of the columblum and molybdenum modified 18-8 as 8.00."*'^
Iha damping capacity is the abillt:/ of an alloy to
absorb vibrational energy thru molecular friction and "damp
out'* vibrational b tresses. 'Ihe uaiiipin^ characteristics of the
austenitic alloys, as 18-8, are poor above 480<^G. (QOO^F. ).
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FAILURES OF 18 Cr - 8 Hi STSEL IN
HIGH TEI^PI^hATUKB SShVICE
Failures of 18-3 at high temper a tur^ occur from a
variety of causoa* Overheating, ov^jrstrosaing, exceaslve
©roalon from mechanical tube cleaning, and inaufficlent
alloi»ance for expansion and contraction are major causes
of failure. ^^ An extreme example of such failures is re-
corded by Babcock b V;ilcox where 18-B tubing was erosaly
overheated and failed thru trending stresses set up, '^
Proper operation and doslgn will correct such failures.
Garburization, sulphidizatlon, oxidation, inter-
granular cori^osion, pitting, pressure or temperature
fluctTiations , and posoibl^ s treso-corrosion actinir singly
or In conbination cause high tetnperature failures in
13-8.9A0,S2, 24, so, 35,41,44,57 stwcUwl ohangea may
likewise cause or contribute to failures. Carbides pre-
oipltatino at tho grain boundaries sensitize 13-8 to
intergranular attack and cause sli^^ht embri ttlement.^
Clark and Freeman believe that the formation of ferrlte
directly contributes to brittle failures.*^ Slgjaa phase
aay forra in alloy modified 18-8. ^'^^'"^^
Carb\irizetion
'Ihere is ab'Andant evidence of carburizatlon being a
prl.r,ary as well as secondary cause of failures in lS-8 at
high temperatures, Kahn, Oster, and v^achtell report failures
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In alrcrGft exhaust laanlfolds due to carburlzatlon of
the 18-3411 stabilized alloy, liubbell reports the eair^e
t>'pe of failures in oi^dlr.ary 18-8 frequently, In 18-84Cb
and 18-8411 occasionally. Babcock aiid Vvilcox give three
different ©xaxnples of carburlzatlon asao^jiated with failure
of crack In.^ still tubes. ^'^
hledrich in Geriaan;> and Lincoln In this country both
eniphasiZG the importance of poaslble car-burization in high
temperature service applications of 18-3,^^'^"^ Lincoln
polnta out that hydrocarbon or other £.ase3 containing carbon
can carburlze 13-8 above 1500"F. It la isiportarit to
realize that any
,
as or other material which leaves a soot
deposit higii in carbon is potentially carburizing. Tna
carbon in the eoot deposit can easily bo oxidized to CO
under the influence of hi,^! temperature and oxygen in the
air. Tfiua local concentratlona of CC in a aoot deposit
aay exist and carb'cirize 18-8 even when the ataioaphere
surrounding, tne aoot deposit is neutral or even decaiburizlng.
It is the concentration of CO or hydrooajbon in contact with
the 18-6 that detercilneB whether carburlzatlon occurs.
Carburlzatlon can be prevented by electroplatin.^ a
thin layer of coppei' on lS-8.^^ It is possible that removing
any ioot deposit t>iat formed would prevent or at least de-
crease carburlzatlon froia combustion gases. These t'^ses
usually contain considerable arcounts of COg and water vapor;
henoo, in the absence of a soot deposit would normally be
decarburlzlng.
Inter^'jranular Oxidation
Intergranular oxidation can cause failure of 18-8
at temperatures above B70^C. (laOO^F. ) b^f scaling. '^^»^^
V^hlte, Clark, and vilaon found, that intergranular oxidation
after about 100 hoiirs at 815°C, (1500°F, ) ^.rave a sharp break
In the a tress vs. time for rupt^ire plot. (See Pa^^e I,
appendix.) Clark and Freeman believe that inter^rranular
oxidation may initiate cracking and permanent embri ttlement
6in the 18-8 tubin^ they studied. Kahn and his co-workers
and Hubbel recognized that oxidation as well as carburization
occurred and undoubtedly contributed to failure of the 18-8
exhaust manifolds. ^^*^^ 3abcook and 'Ailcox indicate that
oxidation contritnated to one of the three failures of 18-8
tubing listed.*^"
Above 876^C.(1600<^F. J 18-8 may fail by scaling.
Between 760^0. (1400°F. } and a75^(1600<^P. ) the ali^jbt oxida-
tion that can occur xaay accelerate failure due to other
causes.
Pitting
Dixon in the r^ok of Stainless Steels shows an
example of an 13-8 tube that failed by pitting at 546^C.
(650°F. ) Corrosive attack of 18-8 usually is localized
pitting, not general scaling. Pitting is greatly reduced
b^' molybdenum addltiona. ' '" *
Submicrosoopi o Cracks
Clark and Freeman studied 18-8 cracking still tubes
that had been in service up to 100,000 hours at 650 - 675^C»
(1200 - 1260^F. )^. They found soiae tubes that were brittle
but that could have their ductility restoi*ed b^ rejuvenation
treatments at 816°C. and 10400C. (1500^F. and 1900°?.). Other
brittle tubes could not be restored to a ductile condition by
any heat treatment.
15iese investigators found a precipitate at the ^^rain
boundaries of embrittled tubes. Ihe ma^j^netic response and
Eiicrostructures indicated ferrite to be the i.;**^^-^ boundary
precipitate. Ih© difference in the coefficient of expansion
of ferrite and austenite provided the authors with a theory
to explain the observed facts.
Highly alloyed ferrite particles precipitate at the
grain boundaries and .-row to appreciable size. Carbides also
precipitate at 650 - 675^0. (1200 - 1260°?.), but as ;3ecket
and Franks have shown are very fine and difficult to resolve
4
under the aiicroscope. Clark and Freeman su ,,:est that the
embri ttlement which cannot be removed by heat treatoent
results from for.7;atlon and propagation of fine cracks in the
feriite. Iho cracks are believed to form durin^: heating
and coolin<i cycles, primarily due to the difference in the
coefficients of expansion.
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It Is Interoat'^i., to conolder the poaaJ bill ties of
such a laedbanlsm of falluro further. At service tempera-
tures, 650 - 67£®C, (1200 - 1250^1.}, ferrl te procipi tfetea.
Since ferrltc haa a lar^^^er voluxae than auatonite, the
auatenlte surrounding the particle of ferrite la pushed back
and inay plastically deform, Ih© feriit© cannot expand to
its free volume but vi?!!! aeek a coiapronlse and reraaln in
Gompreeslon.
Now when the cracking, still is shut down for cleaning,
the teniperati^re is decreased. The ferrite, since it has a
lower coefficient of expansion, contracts lesa on cooling
than does the auatenlte, Ihe ferrite is thus compressed
still raore dL:rln4r cooling? and undo\^.btedly defomis plastically
in comproaalon. On reheating after cleaning, the auatenite
expands iiioat. If the ferrite suffered conalderable plaatic
defornjatlon in conipreaslon, a relatively low teriiperature
will suffice to relieve all remaining elastic, coiiipresaiv«
stresses in the ferrite. As the temperature is further
i-aised to^s-ards service temperature the ferrite mi3t
stretch In tension, i'-irst it stretches elastically, then
plastically. If the ultimate stren*;;'th is exceeded at any
point before service temperature is reached, a submlcro-
scopio crack will form and propagate. Luch a cracV: cannot
be retsoved b,, any heat treatment.
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other fallureja
The three failures listed h^ Eabcock and V'llcox were
attributed to (a) ov(?rheatln^:. due to excessive coking,
(b) overs tresslng during heating and coollnt^ cycles, and
(c) ov©rh«etln£' and bendin:^ streaaea,^" C. G« Snyder In
dlacussin<^ Dixon's paper attributed most of some 20 known
falliirea to overheating.^ C. ^, Miller in dlscusa'ng
Clark and Froenan's paper records soae 25 failures which ha
bellevea Bl:T;ilar to those studied by Clerk and Freeaan."
K, K. Viilkinaon does not specify the number of failures in
dlacissing the same pa-!'«?r but believes the ffischaniam la
essentially/ as propoaed.^ Lixon njontions sudden brittle
failures at low and hli^i t©mperat\.iree which may well be
et2*eas corrosion failvires. It is to be noted that com-
plete aiireas relief la not obtained below 900^0, (1650°F.
)
I allures of 18-B in hl^i teiaperature service have been
dealt with in this reports It is well to remember that
failures are rare and the r.etallur^/lst and deai^ai engineer
tiaat carefully evaluate their significance In order to
obtain maxinniin usefulness from lB-8. Mead, Schaffer and
Cacap, unyder, itiller «^nd others have polnteo or, t that the
tubes that have failed are outnumbered a thov-aandfold by
tubea glvln^r satisfactory oorvice*^' ' It la particularly
lntere3tln<: to note that Clark and Freeman fo'md two tut^es
which had oporated 97,000 houra at temperatures where
maximum aensltl station to ^raln boundary attack occurs
,
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650 - 675^0. (1200 - l2bQ^l.). The only possible con-
clusion, since Clark and Ireeman found apecliaons from
thed© tubas susceptible to Inter^sranular attack In the
Strauss test, is that petroleum containing sulphides Is
not sufficiently corrosive at hlgli taciperatures to cause
inter^^ranular attack. I>ie aanger in overeinphasizing
failures and laboretoi'y test results is thus apparent.
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CONCLUSIQKS
1. Below 760^C. (1400^F. ) 13-3 Is resistant to
acallnr In air and has ;iooq creep strength,
2. Above 760*^C. (1400^F. ) acallne and intergranular
oxidation reduce the uaefulness of 18-8. Ihe oreep stren^^th
above 760^0* (1400^F, ) la so low that appreciable Internal
pressure could be allowed only as a soxoi -experimental
procedure.
3. Titanium addition to 18-B has no appreciable
effect on the corrosion resistance or physical properties.
It merely stabilizes 18-3 against intergranular attack,
4* ColumbluRi does not appreciably affect the general
corrosion resistance, merely stabilizes 13-8 against inter-
granular attack. Columbluia Increases the creep strength
below 650*^C* (ISOO^F.) and Increases the stress-rupture
strength. It does not affect the coefficient of expansion
or the thermal conductivity within design limits.
6. Molybdenum increases the tjeneral corrosion re-
sistance and particularly the resistance to chlorides and
sulphides. l»lol;ybdenuiii also markedly increases the resistance
to pitting. As an alloying element molybdenum is most useful
when its tendency to ferri te and sigma forrfi-ation has ^oeen
counteracted b^' readjusting the Cr-Ni ratio as in 16-13-3.
ihe creep strength at all temperatures, particularly above
1400^F. is increased raarkeal^. ijikewise the stress rupture
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strength la Incroaaed. It haa no appreciable effect on
the coefficient of expanaion or theriaal conductivity.
6. Proper design to all:>w for difference In thermal
expansion with temperatui^e Is easentlal. Attention to
posalble carburlzatlon, oxidation, sulphlcatlon, erosion,
pressure and teinporatiire fluctuations, stress cori^osion, and
interi;ranular corrosion will insure proper application and
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Temp. vs. Creop Strength
for
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(516)
Curve A - Secondary Creep Rate of 0.10^ In 1000 hrs.
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